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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ooct·\ETED 
March 19, l~~r9. H C 

·99 MAR 22 1\10 :4 3 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

ATLAS CORPORATION 

(Moab, Utah) 

BEFORE THE PRESIDING OFFICER 

) 
) Docket No. 40-3452-MLA-3 
) 
) ASLBP No. 99-761-04-MLA 
) 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION STAFF'S 
RESPONSE TO THE GRAND CANYON TRUST, et al., 

REQUEST FOR HEARING AND PETITION FOR LEA VE TO INTERVENE 

INTRODUCTION 

On August 2, 1988, Atlas Corporation (Atlas) submitted an application for a license 

amendment to revise its site reclamation plan for uranium mill tailings at its site in Moab, Utah. On 

April 4, 1994, notice of Receipt of Application and notice of opportunity for hearing on the 

application were published in the Federal Register. 59 Fed. Reg. 16,665 (1994). On January 27, 

1999, the Grand Canyon Trust and associated parties (Requesters) filed Grand Canyon Trust, et al., 

Request for Hearing and Petition for Leave to Intervene (Request for Hearing). On February 10, 

1999, the Acting Chief Administrative Judge issued an Order designating the Presiding Officer and 

Special Assistant. On February 17, 1999, the Presiding Officer issued an Order wherein he directed 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff (Staff) to participate in this proceeding pursuant to 

10 C.F .R. § 2.1213, and to respond the Request for Hearing by March 19, 1999. 

The Staff hereby files its opposition to the Request for Hearing on the basis of the 

Requesters' failure to demonstrate, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205(k), that the delay in filing the 
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Request for Hearing was excusable and that the grant of a hearing would not cause undue prejudice 

or undue injury to any party. 

BACKGROUND 

Atlas Corporation holds Source Material License SUA-917 for the Moab Mill, located in 

Moab, Utah. The mill has not operated since 1984 and decommissioning of the mill began in 1988. 

Final Technical Evaluation Report for the Proposed Revised Reclamation Plan for Atlas 

Corporation Moab Mill, NUREG-1532, page 1-1 (March 1997) (FTER). (Excerpt at Exhibit A) . 

In 1982, the Staff approved a reclamation plan for mill tailings at Atlas' Moab, Utah site. Id. Due 

to the closure of the mill, the reclamation. plan had to be revised and the tailings impoundment 

redesigned. Id. By letter dated August 2, 1988, as modified and supplemented by submittals dated 

January 17, 1989; June 4, 1992; April 14, 1993; and April 23, 1993, Atlas submitted a request to 

modify its license to revise the reclamation plan. 59 Fed. Reg. 16,665 (1994). The proposed 

reclamation plan would provide, as in the original plan, for an on-site tailings impoundment and 

would make several modifications in the impoundment configuration. 59 Fed. Reg. 16,665. 

Although the license amendment application did not contain a provision for addressing remediation 

of groundwater contamination, which will be the subject of a separate licensing action, the 

conditions of the groundwater and surface water were the subjects of extensive discussion and study 

throughout the entire license amendment process.1 See e.g. Draft Technical Evaluation Report for 

1 Several license amendments have been issued in regard to the groundwater monitoring program. 
On November 28, 1988, Atlas' license was amended- requiring that a groundwater detection 
monitoring program be implemented. (Amendment 3). Amendment 4, issued on December 14, 1988 
required Atlas to implement a compliance monitoring program, submit a ground water corrective 

(continued ... ) 
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the Proposed Revised Reclamation Plan for the Atlas Corporation Moab Mill, NUREG-1532, at 5-1 

to 5-2 (January 1996) (DTER) (Excerpt at Exhibit B); FTER, NUREG-1532, § 5.1 at 5-1 to 5-2, 

§ 5.5 at 5-25, 7-5 (Exhibit A). On April 6, 1993, Atlas submitted an Environmental Report 

Supplement which addressed the impacts of the reclamation and alternative for mitigating the 

impacts. Intent to Amend Source License, 58 Fed. Reg. 38, 796, 38,797 (1993). 

On July 20, 1993, the Staff published a notice oflntent to Amend Source License to approve 

Atlas' reclamation plan. 58 Fed. Reg. 38,796. Ari Environmental Assessment, which addressed the 

environmental impacts of the changes from the 1982 reclamation plan which had been approved by 

the Staff, was made available for public comment. Based on public comments received, the Staff 

decided to reevaluate the entire reclamation plan and to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement. 

(EIS). FTERat 1-1. The intent to approve was withdrawn.on October 8, 1993. 58 Fed. Reg. 52, 516 

(1993). AN otice oflntent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement and to Conduct a Scoping 

Process was published in March of 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 14,912 (1994) . 

Notice of Receipt of the Application for License Amendment and Opportunity for Hearing 

was published on April 7, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. Hi,665 (1994). The notice of opportunity forhearing 

1
( •.• continued) 

action plan (CAP) by April 1, 1989 and have the CAP fully operational by July 1, 1990. Thereafter, 
Atlas was required to construct an enhanced evaporation system and dewatering pilot program 
(Amendment 8, July 18, 1989), and implement a ground water CAP with the components identified 
in License Condition 17 (Amendment 11, June 22, 1990). Amendments 13 (August 23, 1990) and 
19 (March 26, 1993), removed or revised several components of the CAP. In addition, there is a 
license amendment pending to alter the timetable for the groundwater CAP. Notice of Receipt of 
a Request from Atlas Corporation to Revise a Site-Reclamation Milestone in License No. SUA-917 
for the Moab, Utah Facility and a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing, 64 Fed. Reg. 2,919 (1999) 
(hearing request filed February 18, 1999). 

'c 
'~-· 
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instructed the licensee and "any person whose interest may be affected by the issuance of a license 

amendment covering the proposal" that they may file a request for a hearing within 30 days of the 

publication of the notice. Id.2 No motions for leave to intervene or requests for hearing were filed. 

In January of 1996, the Staff published the DTER, along with a draft EIS, and made them 

available for public comment. 61 Fed. Reg. 3,058 (1996). Numerous comments were received from 

the public, including forty pages of comments from the Grand County Council. The comments were 

reviewed and discussed in the FTER. In both the DTER and the FTER, the Staff stated: 

surface reclamation and groundwater reclamation are considered 
separately by the NRC for demonstrating compliance with the license 
and appropriate regulations .... Groundwater clean-up compliance 
will be addressed by the licensee in future revisions of the Corrective 
Action Plan (CAP), which is outside the scope of this review. 

. ! 

See DTER, NUREG-1532, at 5-1to5-2 (Exhibit B); FTER, NUREG-1532, at 5-1to5-2, 5-25, 7-5 

(Exhibit A). 

In January of 1996, the Staff published the Draft Environmental Impact Statement related 

to Reclamation of the Uranium Mill Tailings at the Atlas Site, Moab, Utah (DEIS), which contained 

extensive discussion of groundwater issues and contamination, including estimates of the amount 

and kind of contaminants present in the groundwater and surface water, and the possible effects on 

aquatic ecology, including the endangered species. Draft Environmental Impact Statement related 

2 Although 10 C.F .R. § 2. 714 was erroneously cited in the notice, instead of 10 C.F .R. § 2.1205, the 
requirements of both sections are similar as to time limitations and other details pertinent to 
timeliness. The Federal Register notice itself contained clear directions as to the time limits for filing 
and the appropriate entities for service. The Requesters have not alleged they were prejudiced by the 
above error, having filed their Request for Hearing pursuant to the appropriate section 2.1205. 
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to Reclamation of the Uranium Mill Tailings at the Atlas Site, Moab, Utah, NUREG-1531, at 3-15 

to 3-26, 4-21 to 4-25, 4-32 to 4-40 (January 1996) (Exhibit C). 

As required, pursuant to the Endangered Species Act (ESA), 16 U.S.C. § 1531, et seq., the 

Staff consulted with the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). On November 2, 1994, FWS issued a 

letter which listed the endangered species which may occur in the vicinity of the Atlas reclamation 

area. See DEIS at Appendix E, E-4 (Exhibit C). On November 1, 1995, the Staff forwarded its 

Biological Assessment to FWS. Id. at Appendix F. The Biological Assessment contained an 

extensive discussion of the affected environment, the environmental consequences and the NRC's 

conclusions regarding the effects on the endangered species. Id. On June 26, 1'997,-FWS forwarded 

its Draft Biological Opinion to the NRC for comment. See Final Biological Opiniorr·for the 

Proposed Reclamation of the Atlas Mill Tailings Site in Moab, Utah at 13. (Exhibit D). The Draft 

Biological Opinion was made available to the public by posting on the NRC public website, along 

with Staff comments on the draft. On September 9, 1997, the Grand Canyon Trust arranged a 

meeting between FWS staff, the NRC's contractor (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), the National 

Park Service, the State of Utah and Grand Canyon Trust, "to discuss the potential effects of 

contaminated groundwater discharge to the Colorado River from the Atlas pile." Id. at 13. On 

April 14, 1998, FWS issued a Revised Draft Biological Opinion. Id. at 15. The Final Biological 

Opinion was issued on July 28, 1998. On January 27, 1999, the Requesters filed their Request for 

Hearing. 3 On March 2, 1999, the Staff advised Atlas that it must comply with the Final Biological 

3 It should be noted that between July 28, 1998, and January 27, 1999, the Requesters took several 
actions with regard to the Biological Opinion. On October 12, 1998, the Requesters filed a notice 

(continued ... ) 
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Opinion by commencing dewatering and completing dewatering by Dece,mber 31, 2001. It must also 

provide a revision to its groundwater corrective action program which will meet groundwater 

standards within seven years. The revision to the corrective action program will be the subject of 

a separate licensing action. In addition, the final radon barrier cannot be put in place until Atlas has 

demonstrated that the ammonia standards of the FWS' reasonable and prudent alternative will be 

met. Letter to Richard Blubaugh, Atlas Corporation, from N. King Stablein, NRC, dated March 3, 

1999 (Exhibit G ) . 

ARGUMENT 

Regulatory Requirements 

Section 189a(l) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a), 

provides that: 

3( ... continued) 

In any proceeding under this Act, for the granting, suspending, 
revoking, or amending of any license ... the Commission shall grant 
a hearing upon the request of any person whose interest may be 
affected by the proceeding, and shall admit any such person as a party 
to such proceeding. 

of intent to sue under .the ESA. The notice ofintent was filed with the NRC and the Department of 
the Interior. (Exhibit E). On November 10, 1998, the Requesters filed a co.mplaint against the 
Department of the Interior, et al., in United States District Court for the District of Utah, Central 
Division, challenging the Biological Opinion. On December 17, 1998, the complaint was amended 
to add the NRC as a defendant. In addition, the Requesters filed a motion for a preliminary 
injunction to require immediate remedial action. On December 23, 1998, the NRC filed a motion 
to dismiss the complaint based upon failure to exhaust administrative remedies, and on March 12, 
1999, the NRC filed an opposition to the motion for preliminary injunction, supported by the 
declaration of Joseph Holonich. (Exhibit F) 
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There is no unqualified right_ to intervene in NRC proceedings. The Commission may 

condition the right on meeting reasonable procedural requirements. Duke Power Co. (Catawba 

Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041, 1045 (1983). 

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205(a), "[a]ny person whose interest may be affected by a 

proceeding for the grant, transfer, renewal, or licensee-initiated amendment of a license subject to. 

this subparfmay file a request for a hearing." Section2.1205(d)(l) requires a person, other than an 

applicant, to file a request for a hearing "within thirty days of the agency's publication in the 

FEDERAL REGISTER of a notice referring or relating to an application or the licensing action 

requested by the application:" A request for hearing, filed by a person other than an applicant, must · · · '" 

contain and "describe in detail" the following factors: 

(1) The interest of the requestor in the proceeding; 

(2) How the interest may be affected by the results of the proceeding, 
including the reasons why the requestor should be permitted a 
hearing, with particular reference to the factors set out in [10 C.F .R. 
§ 2.1205(h)]; 

(3) The requestor's areas of concern about the licensing activity that 
is the subject matter of the proceeding; and 

( 4) The circurristances establishing that the request for a hearing is 
timely in accordance with [10 C.F.R. § 2.1205(d)]. 

10 .C.F.R. § 2.1205(e). 

Pursuant to section 2 .120 5 (1 )(1 ), if a request for hearing or petition for intervention is found 

to be untimely, then it will not be entertained unless it is found that the requestor has established 

that: 

'.! 
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(i) The delay in filing the request for hearing or the petition for leave 
to intervene was excusable; and 

(ii) The grant of the request for a hearing or petition for leave to 
intervene will not result in undue prejudice or undue injury to any 
other participant in the proceeding, including the applicant and the 
NRC staff, if the staff chooses or is ordered to participate as a party 
in accordance with§ 2.1213. 

In the instant case, there is no question that the Request for Hearing is untimely. It was filed 

almost five years after the publication of the notice of opportunity for hearing. Therefore, the Staff 

submits that the only dispositive issues to be determined in this matter are whether the Requesters 

have established that 1) the delay was excusable and 2) the grant of the request for hearing will not· 

unduly prejudice or injure any party to the proceeding. Both factors must be satisfactorily 

established for the request for hearing to be granted. Hydro Resources, Inc. (2929 Coors Road, 

Suite 101, Albuquerque, NM 87120), LBP-98-9, 47 NRC 261, 279 (1998). The Requesters have 

not presented any valid explanation to demonstrate that the delay in filing was excusable nor have 

they demonstrated that the grant of a hearing would not unduly prejudice or injure Atlas or the Staff. 

The Delay in Filing the Request for Hearing was not Excusable 

The Requesters allege that the delay in filing the request for hearing is excusable because the 

Biological Opinion was not issued until July of 1998 and it was not until the issuance of that opinion 

that they were aware of the need to intervene in this licensing matter. Request for Hearing at 28-29. 

They further allege that six months is not an unreasonable time to wait before requesting a hearing 

due to the complicated issues of law and fact. Id. at 35. Although the Requesters allege that the 

Biological Opinion should be considered "new information" regarding the effects of the groundwater 

on endangered species in the Colorado River, the Staff submits that it is not, in fact, new 
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information. The tailings pile has been in the same position for many years and the fact that Atlas 

proposed to remediate by capping, not moving, the pile was known as early as 1982, and certainly 

by the time the notice of opportunity for hearing was published in 1994. Information regarding the 

contamination of the river was also known. See DTER, TER, DEIS. The Requesters are alleging, 

in essence, that it was not until the issuance of the Biological Opinion that it became apparent to 

them that the endangered species and water quality would be affected by the reclamation plan.4 This 

claim is spurious. The possible impact on surface and ground water was apparent from the initiation 

of the license amendment process. The possible effect on endangered species was an anticipated and 

foreseeable corollary of the surface and ground water issues, and was, in fact, raised.much earlier 

in the process (e.g. during the EIS scoping process). 

In order for the availability of new information to be considered good cause for late 

intervention, the petitioner must demonstrate 1) that the information is new and could not have been 

presented earlier and 2) that the petitioner filed promptly upon learning of the new information . 

Texas Utilities Electric Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-92-12, 36 

NRC 62, 69-73 (1992). See also Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent Spent Fuel Storage 

4 The Requesters claim that the alleged violation of the ESA by FWS in the conclusions contained 
in the Biological Opinion and by the NRC in its failure to implement a groundwater cleanup plan 
is the trigger for their intervention. Request for Hearing at 29. That is not the crux of the of the 
issues before this agency. The issue in this proceeding would be the surface reclamation plan and 
its effects. The groundwater corrective action plan is the subject of separate licensing action. As 
stated in the text, infra, the facts regarding the amount and composition of the leachate were known 
well before the Biological Opinion was issued. The fact that the Requesters disagree with the final 
conclusion ofFWS is not relevant to a decision regarding whether the "new" evidence is sufficient 
to render the untimely filing of the Request for Hearing excusable pursuant to 10 C.F .R. 
§ 2.1205(1)(1). See generally Catawba, ALAB-687, 16 NRC 460; 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b)(2)(iii). 
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Installation), LBP-98-29, 48 NRC 286, 292 (1998); Atlas Corporation (Moab, Utah), LBP-98-18, 

48 NRC 78, 80 (1998). Good cause has been found to exist for a late-file contention if the 

contention is: 1) wholly dependent on the content of a particular document and could not therefore 

be stibmitted with any specificity before the document became publicly available; and 2) is 

submitted promptly after availability of the document. Public Service Co. of New Hampshire 

(Seabrook Station, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-737, 18 NRC 168., 172 n.4 (1983). The Requesters have 

failed to meet every aspect of this test. 

stated:· 

The Commission, in discussing late filed contentions relating to environmental issues, has 

Because the adequacy of [the Draft Environmental Statement (DES) or Final 
Environmental Statement (FES)] cannot be determined before they are prepared, 
contentions regarding their adequacy cannot be expected to be proffered at an earlier 
stage of the proceeding before the documents are available. But this does not mean 
that no environmental contentions can be formulated before the staff issues a DES 
or FES. While all environmental contentions may, in a general sense, ultimately be 
challenges to the NRC' s compliance with NEPA, factual aspects of particular issues 
can be raised before the DES is prepared . 

Catawba, CLI-83-19, 17 NRC at 1049. 5 The Requesters are seeking to challenge the NRC' s reliance 

on the final Biological Opinion issued by FWS. They conterid that the conclusions contained in the 

Biological Opinion are not based upon fact or law. They further contend that they had no reason to 

5 To the extent that the Requesters rely upon the Appeal Board opinion in the Catawba case 
(ALAB-687, 16 NRC 460 (1982)), that reliance is misplaced. See Request for Hearing at 32. The 
Commission reversed the specific holding to which the Requesters refer, holding that "the 
institutional unavailability of licensing-related documents does not establish good cause for filing 
a contention late if information was publicly available early enough to provide the basis for the 
timely filing of that contention." Catawba, CLI-83-19, 17 NRC at 1045, 1048. More importantly, 
and directly relevant to the instant matter is the Commission's holding as to environmental 
contentions, which is discussed in the text infra. Id. at 1049. 
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·intervene until the Biological opinion wa~ issued. But, it is beyond dispute that all or most of the 

facts and data contained in the Biological Opinion could be found in one or more of the documents 

available years earlier in this proceeding, such as the application, the DEIS, the Biological 

Assessment, the draft Biological Opinion, the DTER or the FTER. That is in addition to the generic 

information contained in the literature regarding toxic levels of the various contaminants, including 

ammonia, on marine biota. It is also beyond dispute that groundwater and surface water 

contamination issues were foreseeable. The Requesters' interest and concern in this matter predated 

their Request for Hearing. See, e.g. Request for Hearing at 36; Biological Opinion at 13. The 

.. ,. Requesters were clearly aware of the site specific information since they participated in the 

development of the Biological Opinion. Yet they did not deem it necessary tO preserve their right 

to intervene in this matter by filing a timely request for hearing. They claim that their disagreement 

is with the. conclusions made in the Biological Opinion and that they had no reason to intervene prior 

to learning of those conclusions. It is not an excuse for late filing of environmental contentions that 

the reports were not available, if there was information available prior fo that put the petitioner on 

notice of the issue. Nor is it an excuse for late intervention. The Commission's holding in Catawba · 

mandates that the Request for Hearing be denied for failure to demonstrate excusable neglect for 

untimely filing. 6 

6 See also 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b)(2)(iii), which requires contentions· in Subpart G proceedings to 
include environmental issues prior to the issuance of the Staffs DEIS or EIS. The contentions can 
be based on the applicant's environmental report and be amended as necessitated by differences in 
the documents. 
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The Requesters claim that they could not file their request for hearing until six months after 

the Biological Opinion was issued due to the complicated facts and law. That claim is spurious as 

well and is contradicted by the October 12, 1998 notice of intent to sue under the ESA (Exhibit F) 

and the complaint filed in federal district court on November 10, 1998. Both of those documents 

demonstrate that the Requesters had previous knowledge of the issues raised in this case. Under 

these circumstances, the six-month delay was unreasonable and inexcusable. See, e.g., Public 

Service of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 & 2),.CLI-90-6, 31 NRC 483, 487 (1990) 

(seven week delay in filing to reopen record was unreasonable); Hydro Resources, Inc. (2929 Coors 

Road, Suite 101, Albuquerque, NM 87120), LBP-98-9, 47 NRC 261, 279 (1998) (five month delay 

~·:. between availability of alleged new information and filing not excusable). Therefore, the claim that 

• 

the six-month delay was reasonable is without merit and the Request for Hearing should be denied. 

Assuming, arguendo, that the Biological Opinion qualifies as new evidence, the very latest 

that the Requesters should have filed the reqµest for hearing was immediately after the final 

Biological Opinion was issued, six months before the Request for Hearing was, in fact, filed. Yet, 

as stated above, there is no reasonable excuse offered as to why a request for hearing was not filed 

· immediately after the July 28, 1998 issuance of the Biological Opinion. (Similarly, there is no 

reasonable excuse offered as to why a request for hearing could not be filed before that, once the 

information regarding the leachate and its possible effects was known.) The almost five year delay 

in filing a request for hearing is not excusable; the six month delay after the alleged new information 

was available to the Requesters is similarly not excusable. See, e. g., Hydro Resources, Inc., 

LBP-98-9, 47 NRC at 279 (Requester found not to have met burden to demonstrate late filing was 
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excusable where there was a three year delay in filing request for hearing, no assertions regarding 

adequacy of Federal Register notice, 7 and a claim of new information was based upon information 

available five months prior to filing). See also Texas Utilities Electric Co., (Comanche Peak Steam 

Electric Station, Unit 2), CLI-93-4, 37 NRC 156, 164-65 (1993); South Carolina Electric and Gas 

Co. (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1), ALAB-642, 13 NRC 881, 886-87 (1981). In 

Florida Power and Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 3 and 4), LBP-90-5, 

31 NRC 73 ( 1990), the Licensing Board found a claim that the intervenor originally did not have 

safety concerns about the license amendment or did not see the concerns inadequate to demonstrate 

good cause for late filing. The Board said: "This does not excuse the failure to comply with the 

Commission's procedural rules. While newly arising information has been recognized as 'good 

cause' ... previously available information newly acquired by a petitioner has not." Id. at 79 

(citations omitted). Such is the case herein, where the information regarding the amount and kind 

of leachate and concern for the effect on aquatic biota, were available to the Requesters very early 

in the process. In addition, the Requesters had an obligation to review the original license 

amendment application, supporting documents, and amendments thereto, in order to determine 

whether they raised issues that they wished to address. 

7 Although the Requesters here have asserted that the Federal Register notice was inadequate, they 
base their assertion on the mistaken assumption that the license· amendment will address the 
groundwater correction plan. As stated above, groundwater remediation will be the subject of 
another licensing action when the licensee subinits its corrective action plan for groundwater 
remediation. The Requesters make no argument that the Federal Register notice did not put them 
on notice that Atlas was seeking an amendment to its surface reclamation plan to reclaim the tailings 
pile in situ. 
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The circumstances presented in this case are analogous to those presented in State of New 

Jersey (Department of Law and Public Safety's Request Dated October 8, 1993), CLl-93-25, 38 

NRC 289 (1993). In that case, the State of New Jersey filed a petition to intervene more that six 

months after notice of opportunity for hearing had been published, four months after issuance of the 

requested amendment and two to four me>nths after New Jersey became aware of the issue which it 

sought to litigate. New Jersey, CLI-93-23, 38 NRC at 292-93. Regarding the timeliness issue, the 

Commission stated that "good cause" for lateness "addresses not cmly why the Petitioner did not file 

in the time provided in the notice of opportunity for hearing, but why it did not file as soon thereafter 

as possible." Id. at 295. New Jersey was aware of the issue in May, June or August of 1993, but 

did not file at that time. New Jersey did initiate meetings and filed suit in federal district court on 

September 21, 1993. Id. The Commission said: 

Our concern is not that New Jersey was "sleeping on its rights" altogether ... but 
rather that it saw no need to bring us in the first instance its complaint with the 
administrative handling of this matter. As experienced litigators, New Jersey's 
attorneys presumably knew that bypassing the NRC in favor of bringing suit in the 
district court, whose jurisdiction was questionable, was at New Jersey's peril. 

Even were we to agree arguendo that New Jersey needed some time to decide on a 
legal course of action after learning of the definite choice ... to ship by barge, the 
time by which New Jersey was able to file complete papers and a brief before the 
United States District Court on September 21 sets an outside limit to the time in 
which we might have expected a comprehensive filing here addressing all the matters 
required under our rules. New Jersey filed nothing with the Commission, however, 
until October 8, after the NRC had raised entirely predictable jurisdictional 
objections in the district court. 

Id. at 295-96. In the instant case, the facts are similar, but more egregious. Almo.st five years 

elapsed between the publication of the notice of opportunity for hearing. The information regarding 

the proposed reclamation plan, the toxic leachate, the possible effect on endangered species, and the 
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position of the Staff on these issues was' available at various times well before the Request for 

Hearing was filed. The final Biological Opinion was issued six months before the Request for 

Hearing was filed. The Request for Hearing was filed more than three months after the detailed 

notice of intent to sue was filed, more than two months after the district court suit was filed, and 

more than one month after the suit was amended to add the NRC as a defendant. Moreover, the 

Request for Hearing was only filed after the NRC filed its motion to dismiss the district court 

complaint. In addition, although in New Jersey the application had already been granted, in this 

case, the final action on this application is imminent. Finally, in the instant case, as in New Jersey, 

"there is no ongoing hearing for [the·Requesters] to enter as simply an additional party." Id at 296. .,.. 

None of the issues raised by the Requesters obviate the requirements of the regulations to file 

a request for hearing within the applicable time limits. The Commission has established clear 

procedures for the resolution of issues relating to the issuance of a license amendment. The 

Requesters do not claim that there was any confusion regarding the requirements of the regulations: 

that a request for hearing be filed within 30 days of the publication of a notice in the Federal 

Register. Nor do they claim that they were somehow unaware of the notice of opportunity for 

hearing, the Commission's regulations or the pendency of the license amendment application. They 

do seek to fault the NRC for their failure to protect their procedural rights by complaining about the 

adequacy of the 1994 notice of opportunity for hearing. But the notice of hearing was adequate to 

put them on notice of the nature of the requested amendment. The Requesters, in fact, were very 

involved in the events leading up to the preparation of the Biological Opinion and in other aspects 

of the licensing action. The Staff has not altered its intention to address groundwater remediation 
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in a separate licensing action. What the Staff has done is· propose additional license conditions 

designed to require the licensee to demonstrate that it will meet more stringent requirements. 8 

(Exhibit G) 

It was the Requesters' obligation to determine if they had any interest to assert relating to the 

reclamation plan. Inattention by the Requesters to their own interests should not be rewarded by a 

grant of a hearing in this matter. In essence, the Requesters are disappointed that the FWS issued 

a Biological Opinion with which they do not agree. But the Requesters must move to protect their 

own interests. It is not an excuse for delay that they relied on a Federal agency taking what they 

consider to be appropriate action ... See e.g. Puget Sound Power and Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power·'' 

Project, Unit I and 2), LBP-79-16, 9 NRC 711, 715, aff d, ALAB-559, 10 NRC 162 (1979). In the 

Skagit case, the Appeal Board, in affirming the Licensing Board's denial of the late intervention 

petition, said: 

[T]he promiscuous grant of intervention petitions inexcusably filed long after the 
prescribed deadline would pose a clear and unacceptable threat to the integrity of the 
entire adjudicatory process .... More specifically, persons potentially affected by the 
licensing action under scrutiny would be encouraged simply to sit back and observe 

8 Requesters claim that approval of the license amendment would result in an irreversible and 
irretrievable commitment of resources is incorrect. The final radon barrier cannot be placed on the 
tailings pile until the licensee has completed the dewatering of the pile, not slated to be completed 
until December 21, 2001. In any event, dewatering of the pile would have to be completed for any 
of the reclamation scenarios (i.e reclamation in place, moving of the pile to a different site). 
Therefore, dewatering is not a irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources. In addition, 
the Staff has told the licensee that the final radon barrier cannot be put in place until the licensee has 
demonstrated that the ammonia standards of the Biological Opinion will be met. Finally, the 
licensee must provide a revision to the groundwater Corrective Action Program, which would 
require a license amendment, by Octo her 15, 1999, more that one year before the dewatering process 
is scheduled to end. See Exhibit. These factors make it highly unlikely that and irreversible and 
irretrievable commitment of resources will occur. 
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the course. of the proceeding from the sidelines ,U11less and until they became 
persuaded that their interest was not being adequately represented by the existing 
parties and thus that their own active (if belated) involvement was required. No 
judicial tribunal would or could sanction such an approach and it is equally plain to 
us that it is wholly foreign to the contemplation of the hearing provisions of both the 
Atomic Energy Act and the Commission's regulations. Although ... the Rules of 
Practice may not shut the door firmly against unjustifiably late petitions, it assuredly 
does reflect the expectation that, absent demonstrable good cause for not doing so, 
an individual interested in the outcome ofa particular proceeding will act to protect 
his interest within the established time limits. 

Skagit, ALAB-559, 10 NRC at 172-73. The same considerations are appropriate with regard to this 

. case where the requesters were well aware of the pendency of the application, the intended plan for 

reclamation, and the facts relating to ground and surface water contamination, yet they chose to take 
·",I , '1 

no action. Their failure to act in their own interest should not be rewarded with the granting of this 

inexcusably late 11th hour request for hearing.9 

In addition, the Requesters are in the midst oflitigation before the United States district court 

regarding the alleged inadequacies of the Biological Opinion. They claim here that denying them 

a hearing would frustrate the purpose of the ESA, but they are taking the steps afforded to them by 

the ESA by filing suit against FWS in federal court. Moreover, the situation in which they.find 

themselves before the NRC is of their own making and would not have occurred if they had 

complied with the Commission's regulations by filing within the appropriate time limits. The 

9 On a related issue, the Commission has recently issued its "Statement of Policy on Conduct of 
Adjudicatory Proceedings" which addresses the efficient conduct of proceedings to renew reactor 
licenses. CLI-98-12, 48 NRC 18 (1998), 63 Fed. Reg. 41,872 (1998). In addressing extensions of 
time, the Commission changed the "good cause" test for granting an extension, to an "unavoidable 
and extreme circumstances" test. The Staff submits that this indicates that the Commission will be 
more closely scrutinizing not only requests for extensions of time, but also untimely requests for 
hearing and petitions for intervention, as well as requests to file contentions out of time.· 
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Requesters cannot sit on their rights for five years, while the issues are debated and discussed, and 

wait until the final opinion is issued, without taking steps to preserve their procedural rights. To 

permit the Requesters to take such actions and be rewarded with a hearing would undermine the 

Commission's regulations and regulatory requirements for obtaining a hearing. The Commission 

essentially ruled out such an eventuality when it amended 10 C.F .R. § 2.1205( d)(2) in 1994. 59 Fed. 

Reg. 29,187 (1994). The amendment, which was issued after the decision in Umetco Minerals 

Corporation, LBP-92-20, 36 NRC 112 (1992), amended the regulation to make it clear at what point 

a request for hearing in a Subpart L proceeding is required to be filed if a Federal Register notice 

regarding an application is not published. The purpose of the amendment was to1resol:ve the issue 

of "whether potential requesters with actual notice of an application for a particular licensing action 

were intended to have two bites at the apple, or should instead be required to file for a hearing at 

their earliest opportunity." 59 Fed. Reg at 29,188. The resounding answer was that the requesters 

are required to file at the earliest opportunity. Although, in the instant case, a Federal Register notice 

was published, the Commission's reasoning in amending the regulation makes it clear that, under any 

circumstances, a potential requester cannot wait to see what action the Staff may take before filing 

a hearing request, but must file at the earliest opportunity. In this case, 30 days after the publication 

of the notice of opportunity for hearing in April 7, 1994. Because the Requesters have not 

demonstrated that the almost five year delay in filing or the six month delay in filing after issuance 

of the biological opinion were excusable, the Request for Hearing should be denied. 
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Regulatory History 

In his Order, the Presiding Officer required the Staff to address the regulatory history of the 

term "excusable" as used in 10 C.F .R. § 2.1205(1)(1 )(i), and whether the term is directly analogous 

to "good cause" as used in 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(l)(i). The following discussion addresses these 

issues. 

The requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205(1)(1) regarding late-filed requests for hearing are 

more stringent than those of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(l) regarding late-filed intervention motions. 

Section 2.714(a)(l) provides that an untimely intervention petition will not be entertained without 

0 . :· a determination that it should be granted based upon a balancing of five factors: , 

.;..(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to file on time. 

(ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest will .be 
protected. 

(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may reasonably be expected 
to assist in developing a sound record. 

(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by existing 
parties. 

( v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden the issues or delay 
the proceeding. 

Although it has been held thlit the most important factor is "good cause", no one factor is dispositive. 

See Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. (Calvert Cliffs nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 & 2), CLI-98-25, 48 

NRC 325, 348 n.10 (1998); Florida Power and Light Co. (Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant, 

Units 3 & 4), LBP-90-5, 31 NRC 73, 76 (1990). If good cause is not demonstrated, and a very 

i 

I 
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strong showing is made as to the other four factors, the petition may still be granted. Turkey Point, 

LBP-90-5, 31 NRC at 76. 

Contrast these requirements with those in§ 2.1205(1)(1), which provides that an untimely. 

request for hearing or petition for intervention will be entertained only upon a determination that the 

requester has established that: 

·(i) The delay in filing the request for a hearing or the petition for leave to intervene 
was excusable; and 

(ii) The grant of the request ... or the petition ... will not result in undue prejudice 
or undue injury to any other participant .... 

No balancing of factors is required and the requester must nieet both requirements. Therefore, if the 

presiding officer determines that either the delay was not excusable or that the grant of the request 

will result in undue prejudice or injury, the request must be denied. See e.g: Atlas Corp. (Moab, 

Utah), LBP-98-18, 48 NRC 78, 82 (1998). 

In order to be permitted to participate in a Subpart L proceeding, an intervenor or requester 

must establish that the delay in filing was excusable. 

"Good cause" and "excusable" have been used interchangeably in the past. See e.g. Atlas, 

LBP-98-18, 48 NRC at 80, citing Texas Utilities Electric Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric 

Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-92-12, 36NRC 62, 70 (1992). The Staff is unaware ofanyNRC case law 

which discusses distinctions between the terms. As originally proposed, 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205(k) 

provided for the balancing of the five factors in 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(l)(i)-(v) in determining 

whether a nontimely petition for leave to intervene should be entertained. Informal Hearing 

Procedures for Materials Licensing Adjudications, Proposed Rule, 52 Fed. Reg. 20,089, 20,093 
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(1987). The final rule contained an entifely new section (k), which is identical to the current 

section (1). Informal Hearing Procedures for Materials Licensing Adjudications, Final Rule, 54 Fed. 

Reg. 8,269, 8,277 (1989). In initiating the change, the Commission stated that the new paragraph 

"[e]ssentially ... requires that the requestor or petitioner demonstrate that the well-established 

doctrine of 'laches' would not bar the institution of a proceeding." Id. Although not explicitly 

stated, by eliminating the balancing test of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a)(l), it is apparent that the 

Commission intended to increase the burden on all requesters and petitioners under Subpart L. 

Therefore, as used in 10 C.F .R. § 2.1205(1)(1 ), "excusable" delay is a higher threshold to meet for 

nontimely filers than "good cause" for delay. ·:· 

The Granting of the Request for Hearing Will Prejudice and Unduly Injure the Staff 

The Staff submits that the grant of a hearing would cause undue prejudice and injury. 

Granting a hearing would create litigation, on the eve of the publication of the final EIS, 10 where 

there was previously no hearing. Such a decision would unduly burden and injure the staff by 

requiring it to expend additional resources and time in a case where the requesters are severely out 

of time. This is not a case where the Requesters would be joining a proceeding already in progress. 

A new hearing would be created to determine the Requesters' concerns. The issue of the legality 

of the Biological Opinion is already before the Federal district court. The fact that the federal court 

complaint is still pending demonstrates that the Requesters have recourse to present their claims 

10 The final EIS was released on March 12, 1999. It will be published shortly. 
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regarding the Biological Opinion. 11 The FWS has expertise in this area and the Staff has reasonably 

deferred to their expertise. The granting of a hearing could also delay the final issuance of the license 

amendment. 12 The only remaining staff action is the final action on the amendment, which are 

imminent. See certification of Joseph Holonich, Exhibit F. 
' . 

Finally, the licensee is in bankruptcy. The funds available to remediate the site are, therefore, 

limited. The Staff is concerned that ifthe licensee is required to participate in a hearing based upon 

a request for hearing inexcusably filed five years out of time and dealing with issues not intende.d 

to be determined by the license amendmentin question, it would be forced into an unreasonable 

expenditure of limited resources which could better be utilized to protect public health and safety 

by remediating the site. 

The Staff submits that the timeliness issue is dispositive of this case and based on that issue 

the Request for Hearing should be denied. 

11 The Staff notes that the availability of other avenues of recourse, while relevant to a decision 
regarding good cause for untimely filing under 10 C.F.R. § 2.714, is immaterial to a decision 
regarding whether untimely filing is excusable under 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205. 

12 The Requesters ask that they be afforded discretionary intervention if their Request for Hearing 
is deemed to· be untimely, yet they have failed demonstrate that they meet the criteria for 
discretionary intervention. See Portland Gen. Elec. Co. (Pebble Springs Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 
2), CLI-76-27, 4 NRC 600, 616, 617 (1976). See also Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (Independent 
Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-98-13, 48 NRC 26, 35 (1998}; Tennessee Valley Authority 
(Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-413, 5 NRC 1418, 1422 (1977). Moreover, they 
should be required to meet the test of excusable delay for late filing of the request for discretionary 
intervention. See Hydro Resources, LBP-98-9, 47 NRC at 279 n. 40. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Request for Hearing was untimely filed. The Requesters have not established that the 

delay in filing was excusable. In addition, the Requesters have not established that the grant of a 

hearing would not cause undue prejudice or undue injury to the Staff or the applicant. Therefore, the 

Request for Hearing and should be denied . 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland 
this 19th day of March 1999 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Source Material License SUA-917 for the Moab Mtll ts held by the Atlas 
co·rpora~ion (Atlas). The mi11.has not operated stnce 1984. A 
decommissiOning plan for the mtll was· app.roved t>y Amendment No. 3 dated 
November 28, ,1988 •. l)ecommtssioning ·of the mtll began _·tn 1988, and tnteri• 
cover· place~ent over the tailings dhpo,11 are• began in 1989. The · 

. reclamation plan'.that )las prepared. in l981 and approv~d by NRC tn 1982 was 
based on projected disposal capacity requirements ~nd was designed for· an · 
ultimate crest elevati.on of 4076 feet. The· maximum crest elevation 
constructed before m'ill operati.ons cea~ed was 40~$ feet .• r•sulting in the 
necessity·to redesign the tailings impo~ndment •nd thus.revise the.reclamation 
plan. In July 19~3. NRC noticed tn the Federal Register the intent to approve 
Atlas' revised reclamation plan and made available for public corrment an 
environmental assessment of the effects of the proposed action. As is usual 
in cases where a licensee propo,ses revisions· _to an· approved reel amatton plan, 

· both the NRC technical evaluation and environmental assessment only addressed 
the revised elements o.f the plan and the'.environmental effects of changes to 
the plan approved in 1982. Extensive adverse pub11c comments were received tn 
response to the federal Register notice. _As a result, NRC decided to . 
reevaluate the entire reclamation plan and· to prepare an Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) addressing reclamation. 

This final Technical Evaluation Report (TER) documents the NRC staff review of 
Atlas' proposed reclamation plan· and staff con~lusions with respect to the 
appropriate regulations. The regula~i.ons governing reclamation of uranium 
mill tailings app:ear primarily in 10 CFR Part 40.. Technical criteria appear 
tn Append.ix A to Part 40, which also allows l~cen~ees ·to propose alternatives 
to the specific requirements in the· appendix. NRC can ·approve .an alternative 
·1f it finds that· tt w111 achieve a level o·f stabilization and containment of 
the site, and .a level of protect1on of public health, safety, and the 
environment, equivalent tc;t~ to extent practicable, the level which would be 
achieved by the requfrements in the appendix. · 

A draft TER was prepared and published tn Janua.ry 1996 documenting the staff's 
initial review of Atl.as• proposed reclamation plan and its .conclusions with 

. respect to the appropriate regulatf.ons.·. That draft TER contained 20 open 
issues that needed to.be resolved by Atlas.before. NRC could conclude .that the 
proposed action of ·on-.site stabilization met the requirements of 10 CFR 
Part 40, Appendix A. In most lic&nsing reviews, i draft TER is provided to 
the 11cens.ee, in 1 ieu of. an additio'!'lal round of questions and requests for 
information, as a means to expedite the review prQc·ess. While the draft TER 
ts a publicly available document, it ts not normally a~ailable for public 

1Decommissioning refers to the dismantling and disposal of the mill 
buildings and structures. · 

2Reclamation refers to the stabilization and closure of the tat11ngs 
impoundment. 
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comment 1n most l~censing cases. However, du~ to the extensive pub11c 
. interest and comment··o.n the 199~ TE.R, NRC decided t_Q ~ak' the Atlas draft TER 
available for public comment •. The: comnents. receiv~d and the staff responses 
to those comments, are provided· in Appendix A of this document. 

1.2 Site Descr1pt1pn 

1.2.1 Location and Description 

The Atl u• Moab Mill site ts located in Gr~nd Count¥, Utah. The site is 
located on the northwest shor• of the Colorado River, 5 kl!' (3 miles) northwest 
of the center of Moab· (Figure 1-1).. ···The stte can be· accessed from U.S •. 
Highway 191 north of Moab. The Atlas mill s1te encompasses 162 hectares (400 
acres) on the outside bend of ihe Colo.rado Rive~, •t the southern tenninus of 
the Moab Canyon. The site 1s .~urrounded on.th~ north and west sides by high 
sandstone cliffs. To the north and 'ast 1s Moab .Wash, to. the east and south 
is the flood plain of the Colorado River,.and across the _river is Moab Marsh. 
The city of Moab is southwest of the marsh~ :.The elevation at the mill ts 

. approximately 1130 meters (3700 feet.) above mean sea level (MSL). 

The mill grounds. slope generally towards· the Colorado River and Moab Wash .. 
The .substratum upon which. the mill was constructed is composed mainly of 
alluvial materials brought dowri the MQab Cany6n and Colorad.o River. Adjacent 
to the mil 1 site on the north and west are U.S. Highway· 191 and Utah Highway . 
279, respectively. ··Arches Nation,al Park 1s north of the site across U.S. · 
Highway 191. The Rio Grande Railroad traverses a small section of Atlas 
property, just west of Highway 279·, prior to entering a tunnel that emerges 
many kilometers down river. 

1.2.2 Description of Mill Facility 

The .processing facility and .ta1111)gs p. ond combined, cover approximately 
81 hectares (200 acres) of an. avaflable 162 hectares (400 acres) owned by 
Atlas. The mill was authorited to extract uranium oxide (yellowcake) by both 
the acid and alkaline leach processes and was licensed for production at 
850 metric tons (MT, .1,870,000 pounds) of yellowcake annually. During the 
1 i fe of the mil 1 , only one· ta 11 i ngs pond was used. · 

The plant s1te, before decommissioning, was compose~ of a main processing 
plant, a 53-hectare tailings pond, stor~ge yards, ore receiving facilities, 
various process-related structures, and •n office complex. These structures 
and facilities are enclosed by a four-strand barbed w1re fence which prevents 
random access. All structures, including the· office complex, are being razed 
during decommissioning of the facility. 

1.2.3 Description and Characteristics of Tailings - ·- -

The majority of the ore for the Atlas Mill came.from the Big Indian Uranium 
District approximately 130 km (BO miles) to the southeast~ The ore was 
primarily a sandstone with minor ~mounts of carbonate. Ore was trucked to the 
mill, ground to a sufficiently fine. co~s1stency to allow maximum efficient 
chemical reactions to occur. lt was then processed through either the ac1d-
l each circuit or the alkaline-leach cfrcutt, both. of which were used· in this 
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. mill. Analysts of the mfn•ral content.of th~ ore would.~etennfne whfch 
circuit the ore .would be processed through. .After milling, the combined waste 
slurry from both cfrcufts was pumped to the tatlfngs fmpoandment. 

The approximate wet weight of the tailings ~ontafned wfthf~ the tailings 
1mpoundment 1s determined to be 9.S million MT (10.5 mfllfo~ tons), with a 
vo 1 ume of 5. 1 .. mi 11 1 on cu bf c lrietei"s 17 .. 5 m_, 11 ion cubfc yards). The ta 111 ngs 
basin is composed of fine tailings s11mias), .coarse taflfngs (sand), and ore 
which was placed ther·e at the •nd o operation of the mill as part of the 

· interim cover. A composite analysts of "the tailings by Atlas,_ determined that 
·the average radium actfvfty of the slfmes was 1275 pfcocurfes per gram (pCf/g) 

and that of .the sands was 241 pCf/g. The activity of the ore in the tailings 
f mpoundment was determined to be 213 pCt/g radium. 

1.3 Site History and proposed Acttpn 

The Uranium Reduction Company (URC) built and began operations at the Moab 
Mill 1n October 1956. Atlas acquired URC in 1962 •nd operated the mill until 
1984 when 1t was placed in stand-by status •. Atlas holds NRC Source Material 
License SUA-917 for the Moab Mill which.was changed to a possession only 
status on December 18, 1992. 

A decommissioning plan for the mill was approved on November 28, 1988. 
Decommissioning of the mill began iri 1988, and interim cover placement over 
the tail 1ngs disposal area began· in 1989 arid was completed in 1995. 

The proposed action 1s approva1 of a reclamation plan for onsite disposal of 
the tailings •. A reclamat1oll plan was prepared .by_Atlas in 1981 and approved 
by NRC in 1982. This plan was based on the projected life of facility 
disposal capacity requlremen~s; ~he llispo.sa1 pile was designed for an ultimate 
crest elevation of 4076 feet. The maximum crest elevation .constructed before 
the mi 11 ceased operation was 4058 feet, resulting ht the necessity to revise 
the reclamation plan. Jn •ccordance wi.t_h 10 CfR 40, Appendix ·A, At1as, by 
letter dated August 2, 1988, .submitted a revis~d reclamation plan for NR~ 
review and approval.. NRC st_aff r:eview of the ·proposed plan resulted fn 
requests for ~ddit1onal information,. reevaluation, and redesign. As a result, 
Atlas submitted a r·ev1sed reclam.ati~n plan (Canonie,· 1992). NRC staff review 
of this document resulted fn a request for additional 1nforniat1on dated 
March 5, 1993 •. Revisions ·to the 1992 reclamation plan were submitted by 
letters dated April 14, and Aprtl 23, 1993. On July 20.! 1993, NRC noticed ·tn 
the federal Register its in.ter:at .to approve th.e reclamat1pn plan and.made 
available for public commen.t·an environmental assessment of the ·effects of the 
proposed action which only addressed the environmental effects of changes to 
the p 1 an approved in 1982. . .Extensive· adverse pub 11 c · cominents were rece 1 ved. 
Major concerns and questfons r~la~ed.to seismic and fault evaluations, the 
potential effects of the Colorado ~tver and local trtbutarf~s on th• .stability 
of the disposal cel 1, and the 'nee~ for an ·updated, co~plete environmental· 
assessment of the entire re.clamation p1an, fnclud1ng alternative disposal . · 
locations. The .comments received protnpted.NRC to. wit~draw, by Federal 
Register notice.dated October 8, 1~93, its previou$11 noticed intent to 
approve the revised reclamation p1an. By Federal Register notice dated 
March 30, 1994, NRC announced fts intent to prepare an EIS. 
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_The NRC staff review. that resulte.d in the decis1.on to •iprove the revised 
reclamation plan (and noticed on July 20, 19931. in.theederal Register), 

· fo~us,d only on revi~tons to ~he prevfously ipproved reclamation plan. Due to 
.:the exten$iYe public comment$, NRC decided to· r~evaluate the revised 

-- -. ·reclamation pl~n 1n 1ts en~fret,y •. This lead to .a~dit1onal requests for 
·. information by the staff and to submitt•ls by Atlas, in response,· tn 
· · January 1994, June 19~4. _and March 1995. The dr.•ft .TER, published tn . 

( 

.. ·~anuary 1996, contairied 20 open ~ssues. ln resp·onse to these open tssues . 
. Atlas. provided further ~u~mitt~ls i.._ February 1996,_~une 1996, and July 199&, 
and submitted a· revhed reclamation plan and tl!chnf.cal spec1.ficat1ons. tn 
October 1996, which were modified by submittals 1n November 1996 and December 
.1996. As a result,· the reclamation plan· reviewed by the NRC staff consists of 
the following documents: . 
1.· Base Reclamation Plan of June 1992 (Canonie, 1992), ·· 
~. April 1~93 Respo~Je (Canonie, 1993), · 
3. January 1994 Response (Canonie, 19941), 
4. June 1994 Response (Canonie, 1994b), 
s; March 1995 Response (Canonie, 1995), 
6. February 1996 Response (Woodward-Clyde, 19961) 1 
7. February 1996 Response (Smith, 19961) 1 
8. ·June 1996 Response (Smith, 1996b), 
9. July 1996 Response (Woodward-Clyde, 1996b), 
10. Final Reclamation Plan (Smith, 1996c), and · 
11. Technir.al Specifications (Smith,· 1996d). 

1.4 Review Process and TER Organ1zat1pn 

The NRC staff rev~ew was perform~d in accordance with the Final Standard 
Review Plan (SRP) for the Review a~d Remedial Action of .Inactive Mill 
Tailings Sites under Title· I of thE! Uranium Hill. Tan 1ngs Radiation Control 
Act (UMTRCA), Revision 1 (NRC, 19~3) and is·· comprehensive assessment of 
Atlas' proposed reclamation plan as documented by this TER. Appendix A to 
10 CFR Part 40 con~ains the .technical requirements for disposition of. tailings 
and waste produced.from the extractton·or concentration of source material 
from ores. The TER ts organized by the technical disciplines involved in the 
assessment of the reclamation plan t.o assure compliance with Appendix A. Each 
sect.ion describes the compliance with the applicable Criteria tn Appendix A as 
it pertains to the specific discipline addressed tn that section. Sections 2, 
3 and 4 provide the technical basis for the NRC staff's conclusions wtth 
respect to long-term stability, Section 5 the plan's compliance with 
groundwater standards, and Section 6 descrjbes radon control assessment. . 
Section 7 provides a criterion by criterion evaluation of the reclamation plan 
with respect to Appen~tx A. 

3A1though the SRP ts written ff)r the ~RCA Title I program, the 
applicable standa~ds for the Title II program are similar. Division of Waste 
Management guidance directs the staff to use this SRP for Title II reviews to 
the extent practicable. All NRC licensed mill sites, in~luding the Atlas 
site, are covered under the Title II program. ·· · 
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5.0 WATER RESOURCE PROTECTION 

5.1 Introduction 

The initial monitoring of the water resources at the site, for which there are 
reliable records, began, fo 1976 after approximately 20 years of mill 
operat.ion. This mcmitorin_g program was designed to collect surface water 
samples from the Colorado River and groundwater samples from the alluvial 
aquifer situated beneath tailings impoundment. These data were used to 
support the license renewal, which was initiated by an August 31, 1983 
licensee application. · 

New groundwater regulations for uranium mills were codified 1n 10 CFR.40, 
Appendix A, shortly after the license renewal. These regulations required 
detection monitoring, compliance monitoring, and corrective action programs 
for tailings impoundmen.ts at operating mills. Definitions of hazardous 
constituents in groundwater and associated limits were also established in the 
regulation. The gro~ndwater protection·provisi~ns are contained within 
Criteria 5, 7, and 13 of 10 CFR 40, Appe~dix A. 

At the time regulations became effective, little or no data on the 
constituents types and concentrations had been measured in tailings 
impoundments. Consequently, the NRC initiated a sampling program to collect 
and analyze tailings solutions from all active uranium milling.facilities 
under NRC license. Analyses were performed on both the dissolved and total 
constituent load of each sample. Laboratory analyses for this program were 
conducted by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

Laboratory results were obtained for the 375 hazardous constit~ents listed in 
40 CFR Part 261, Appendix VIII. The analyses incl~ded a gas chromatograph 
scan for volatile and· semi-volatile organics, with specific compound 
identification of detected p~aks; total and"dissolved metals; total and 
dissolved radionuclides; total organic carbon; cyanide; sulfides; various 
nitrogen containing species; as well as selected anions and cations. The . 
sampling-program encompassed the constituents listed in Criterion 13 of 10 CFR 
Part 40, Appendix A. 

Samples were collected from the Atlas tailings impoundment during July, 1987. 
Analytical results indicated the occurrence of hazardous constituents in the 
Atlas mill tailings impoundment. As a result, the licensee was required to 
implement a detection monitoring program to deteniline if groundwater had been 
impacted by the impoundment. The monitoring points associated with this 
program indicated that some of the hazardous constituents had leached from the 
tailings and moved into the aquifer adjacent to the tailings impoundment • 

. Compliance limits were then determined for released hazardous constituents and 
a corrective action program was implemented. 

The NRC recognizes that remediating contaminated groundwater may require a 
substantially longer time than that involved in surface reclamation of a 
tailings impoundment. Consequently, surface reclamation and groundwater 
reclamation are considered separately by the NRC for demonstrating compliance 
with the license and appropriate regulations. The information and conclusions 
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described in this chapter address compliance with the surface reclamation 
plan. Groundwater clean-up compliance will be addressed by the licensee in 
future revisions of the Corrective Action Plan (CAP), which is outside the 
scope of this review. · Regardless of the timing, compliance with the 
groundwater standards must be demonstrated before the license can be 
terminated. The necessity of cleanjng up t~e contaminated groundwater exists 
regardless of the surface reclamation.plan implemented. Furthermore, the 
groundwater cleanup strategies are dependent on whether the tailings are· 
stabilized in place or are moved. Therefore, a decision on t~e licensee's 
proposed surface reclamation plan is needed before the CAP can be revisited. 

5.2 Hydrogeologic Characterization 

The hydrogeology of the site has been investigated by the licensee over 
several years through drillfog, well installation, and groundwater sampling 
and analysis programs for the purposes of expanding the tai.l ings impoundment 
and complying with regulatory requirements during mill operations. Studies 
and site investigations had been.conducted by Dames & Moore (1975, 1982); 
EnecoTech (1988); Western Technologies, Inc. (1989); Canonie Environmental 
Services Corp. (1994); and Hardfog Lawson Associates (1996). Descriptions of 
the site hydrogeologic characterization in the following sections are based on 
the data and informati<:>n presented in these reports, along with other 
information contained in the NRC docket file. Specific conclusions made by 
staff are noted as sue~. 

i 

5.2.1 Hydrogeologic Setting 

The Atlas site is adjacent to an outside meander of the Colorado River, 
located at the northwest.ern encl of Moab Valley. The town of Moab, Utah is 
located approximately 5 km (3 miles) southeast of the site. The northern end · 
of the valley is flanked to the: east ·and west by high cliffs of the Wingate 
Sandstone; and a gradually sloping upland area to the north, which contains 
the ephemeral drainage of Moab Wash. Arches National Park is situated in the 
upland areas east and northeast '.of the site. Courthouse Wash drains much of 
the area of Arches and flows into the Colorado River approximately 1200 m 
(3900 feet) east of the tailings pile. The upland areas west of the site 
comprise the Poison Spider Mesa. Figure 1-1 depicts the topographic features 
associated with the Atlas site. 

The mill and tailings impoundment are situated on the relatively level bottom 
lands along the river. Portions of these bottom lands are wtthin the 
historical flood plain of the Colorado River. Moab Wash flows through the 
At las property, east of the ta i1 i ngs impoundment. The channe 1 o"f Moab Wash 
was rerouted east of the mill during operations at t~e site to mitigate 
flooding potential during p~ak flows. · 

The area surrounding the Atlas site and Spanish Valley constitutes a complex 
geological setting. The Spanish Valley outwardly resembles a trough; however, 
the valley morphology largely resulted from the non-tectonic movement of salt 
and other evaporites, diss~l~tion of soluble salts and collapse of overlying 
rock (Blanchard, 1990). Moab and Spanish Valley contain silt, sand, and 
gravel deposited from streams and rivers, ranging in thickness from about 30 
to 122m (100 to 400 feet). These and other geological episodes created the 
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flow directions or gradients within the deeper brine. The btine is 
characterized as predominately sodium chloride in nature and could be the 
result of groundwat~r contacting the evaporites of the Paradox Formation 
beneath the alluvium (Dames & Moore, 1982), or the result of deeper brine from 
Blanchard's (1990) lower groundwater system locally migrating upward along an 
existing fault plane. 

Groundwater within the Spanish Valley alluvium is described by Sumsion (1971) 
as generally flowing down-valley f.rom southea~t to north west, toward the 
Colorado River. Sumsion (1971) also states that although Spanish Valley is 
underlain by evaporites of the Paradox Member, no saline water or brine has 
been observed in the alluvium of Spanish Valley. A driller's log from one 
well indicates a thick, black shale separating the alluvium from the deeper 
evaporites. 

Bedrock Units 

No information is ~vailable on the groundwater flow of the bedrock units 
beneath the alluvium at the site; however, given the occurrence of the higher 
specific-gravity .. brine within the. lower portions of the alluvial aquifer at 
the site, staff considers that any groundwater flow within the bedrock units 
are likely hydraulically s~parate from the grou~dwater flow in the shallower 
alluvium .. The partitioning of flow between relatively fresh water· and salt 
water is well documented in groundwater literature. Davis and DeWiest (1966), 
Freeze and Cherry (1979) and other textbooks describe the mechanism of flow 
separation due to density differences. 

Blanchard (1990) identifies some locations within Grand County where the lower 
groundwater system may be influencing shallower groundwater through upward 
·migration through poorly abandoned exploratory boreholes. Blanchard (1990) 
further indicates that potentio~etrtc surface from the lower.groundwater · 
system may be as much-as 61 m (200 ft) in some areas. Additionally, 
groundwater in the deeper bedrock units is shown (Blanchard, 1990) to flow 
southwesterly throughout the southern and southwestern portions of Grand 
County. 

Mesas and Upland Units 

Blanchard (1990) describes groundwater movement in the Glen Canyon aquifer as 
generally westward and southwestward toward Spanish Valley, with the principal 
area of discharge occurring in Moab-Spanish Valley, near the City of Moab. 
Groundwater movement in the Navajo Sandstone and Wingate Sandstone situated 
north and west of Spanish Valley is shown by Blanchard (1990, _Figure 16) to 
flow southeasterly. Regionally, groundwater in these aquifers appears 
discharge in the canyon cut by the Colorado River~ 

5.2.5 Geochemical Conditions and Contamination Extent 

Background Conditions 

Pre-operational groundwater quality data are not available at the Atlas site, 
because site operations began long before many environmental monitoring 
requirements were initiated. Consequently, groundwater quality in the 
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uppermost aquifer, which represent pre-milling conditions, has been 
characterized by sampling wells hydraulically upgradient of the facility. 

Originally, background conditions were established in monitoring well ATP-3, 
which is completed within the Moab Wash alluvium, up slope of the tailings 
pile and mill area. Water quality measurements from the well showed TDS 
concentrations of about 1300 to 1400 mg/L, but ranging as high as about 7000 
mg/L. However, water quality in this well did not appear representative of 
site conditions within the alluvium near the river, where the tailings pfle is 
located. Additionally, this well perio~ically remained dry during a portion 
of the year. Dames & Moore (1982) concluded that water from well ATP-3 
appeared unaffected by tailings seepage despite its proximity to the tailings. 
A new background well (well AMM-1) was establ is~ed for the site in .1988 as . 
part of the licensee demonstrating compliance with the new detection 
monitoring provisions the 10 CFR 40, Appendix A. 

Well AMM-1 was established as the NRC-approved background well for the · 
facility. ·The well is situated approximately at the far ·northeastern corner 
of the property, about 244 m (800 ft) nort.heast of the former mill area. 
Groundwater samples have been c9llected from AMM-1 since 1988 and show 
concentrations of selenium, combined radium-226 and -228 above the NRC maximum 
concentration limits (MCLs) and elevated concentrations of uranium. TDS 
concentrations in this well range from about 6500 to 7500 mg/L. Information 
submitted by Atlas (Harding Lawson Associates, 1996) depicts the cation and 
anion signatures of surface water and groundwater in the vicinity' of the 
tailings pile. The information shows the TDS and major ion concentrations of 
various sampling locations at the Atlas site,. the Colorado River, and the 
Matheson Preserve southeast of the site. The groundwater at AMM-1 is 
generally a sodium/chloride type water, while the tailings fluid is a sodium
magnesiuni/sulfate type water. Sulfate is the dominant anion of the tailings 
fluid and can be seen to influence the water quality in well AMM-2 southeast 
of the pile. Conversely, chloride is the dominant anion in the groundwater at 
AMM-1. This information strongly indicates that AMM-1 is likely unaffected by 
tailings seepage. 

However, a review of site maps and historical aerial photographs of the site 
show .a former ore storage pad situated about 61 m (200 ft) west of the 
background monitoring well location. Staff recognizes that placement of an 
upgradient, background monitoring well had previously presented technical 
challenges to the licensee, due to size of the milling area and the lack of 
sufficient groundwater in the previous upgradient well completed in the Moab 
Wash alluvium. Although the location for this well had previously been 
approved by the NRC, the licensee was requested to provide data showing that 
monitoring well AMM-1 is not influenced by contaminants from the former ore 
storage pad. 

Atlas responded by providing a tabulation and graph of water quality 
measurements in well AMM-1 for selenium, radium-226, radium-228, and uranium 
for the period from March 1988 to November 1993. The licensee indicated that 
concentrations of these parameters, over the period of record, is generally 
stable - neither increasing or decreasing - which is an indication that the 
AMM-1 is unaffected by the ore storage pad. The licensee further stated that 
concentrations for these parameters in other wells were increasing until about 
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1984, when the mill was $hut down, and have since shown a declining trend. 
The licensee also stated that the groundwater flow direction in the vicinity 
of the pad is southeasterly toward the Colorado River, and not in the 
direction of AMM-1. The licensee concludes that given the flow direction and 
stable constituent concentrations in AMM-1 over time confirm the 
appropriateness of AMM-1 as a background well. 

The staff reviewed ~he information provided by the licensee and does not agree 
that the provided information shows that well AMM-1 is not influenced by 
potential contaminants form the former ore storage pad. _The licensee's 
explanation failed to consider two important influences. The characteristics 
of the tailings as a contaminant source are dramatically different than the 
characteristics of the ore as a potential contaminant source. The contaminant 
mobilities and concentrations within the tailings are greatly enhanced by the 
grindin~ and chemical processing of the ore. The millfng and exttactiori · 
process is designed to mobilize all metallic-jonic specfes, including uranium, 
and allow selective concentration of uranium. Once the tailings are placed in 
the impoundment, most of the remaining metal species appear to remain 
mobilized, as evidenced by contaminant concentrations in wells near the 
tailings. 

While the tailings provides a ready supply of mobilized constituents, the ore 
would likely release constituents at a slower and more steady rate, 
influencing trace constituent concentrations but not overall major ion 
chemistries. Contaminants from the ore would be expected to enter the 
underlying soil and groundwater at a slower rate and less concentrated than 
those of the tailings pile. The licensee's conclusion that AMM-1 is 
unaffected by the ore pad, because the groundwater response near the ore pad 
is not like the response at the tailings pile is not valid, given the 
difference in the characteristics of contaminant sources. 

Additionally,·the licensee's conclusion concerning the groundwater flow 
direction fails to consider that there are few control points associated with 
the interpreted flow lines near the ore pad. Figure 1 provided in the 
licensee's response further confirms this observation by presenting the 
equipotential lines in this· area as dashed. Much of the potentiometric 
information presented in the licensee's maps are interpolated from control 
points near the tailings pile and AMM-1. The groundwater flow 1n the vidnity 
of AMM-1 may be significantly affected by Courthouse Wash, causing localized 
groundwater flow in an easterly direction rather than a southerly direct as 
interpreted. The licensee shows a similar influence from Moab Wash in the 
provided potentiometric map as Figure 1. 

The staff concludes that the information and interpretations provided by the 
licensee do not provide reasonable assurance that well AMM-1 is not. influenced 
by potential contamination from the ore storage pad. Additional information 
and measurements at locations other than AMM-1 will be needed to corroborate 
the appropriateness of AMM-1 as a background well. 

The staff also concludes that the verification of background at the site has 
minimal relevance to the review of the proposed plan for onsite surface 
reclamation of the tailings. The background groundwater conditions do have a 
large bearing on groundwater compliance for license termination and revisions 
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to the Corrective Action Plan ,(CAP) for groundwater cleanup, regardless of the 
decision with respect to surface reclamation. The background groundwater 
conditions at the site must be adequately determined and evaluated as a part 
of a credible CAP. 

Contaminant Characterization 

The NRC initiated a sampling and laboratory analysis program in 1987 to 
evaluate hazardous constituents at uranium mills under NRC license, because 

·little or no comprehensive hlformation was previo~sly available on the types 
of potential hazardous constituents associated with uranium mill tailings 
impoundments. · Both dissolved and total analysis were conducted for the 
collected tailings· solutions, along with a gas chromatograph screening for 
volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds. Analytical services were 
contracted ·with Oak Ridge National Laboratory, an EPA certified laboratory. 

Tailings fluids from the Atlas facility were sampled in July 1987. The 
information developed from this ·sampling program was used to define the 
contaminant source and constituents of concern for later groundwater detection 
and compliance monitoring programs at the site. The results of this testing 
indicated that several metallic and r~diological compounds designated as 
hazardous constituents were present in the tailings solution. Table 5-2 
summarizes the results of this sampling. 

Contaminant Extent 

The licensee has collected and analyzed groundwater samples from the alluvial 
aquifer downgradient of the tail_ings ·pile on a sporadic basis from 1976 to 
1977. The monitoring program has changed several times over the years, and 
the collected data lack consistency in the sampling points, constituents 
analyzed, and laboratory methods used. These monitoring program changes make 
a complete evaluation of the contaminant impact history at the site difficult·. 
Detailed descriptfons of the current gro.undwater monitoring program are 
provided in section 5.4.3. The surface water monitoring program has remained 
essentially unchanged over the period of record. · 

The monitoring program largely consisted of three wells completed in the 
alluvium between the tailings impoundment and the Colorado River. Water
quality monitoring were originally conducted on a regular basis from 1982 to 
1987, in monitoring wells ATP-1-S, ATP-2, ATP-3, MW-1-R, MW-2-R, and MW-3. 
These wells along with an upgradient monitoring well have been used to 
evaluate the impacts of the tailings impoundment on the shallow alluvial 
groundwater and determine the extent of contamination. 

Three new wells were installed in 1990 for evaluating groundwater conditions 
at the site. These wells: AMM-1, AMM-2, and AMM-3 were all located in the· 

.river alluvium adjacent to the Colorado River. Monitoring well AMM-1 was 
designated as the background well, while wells AMM-2 and AMM-3 were designated 
as_ point of compliance wells. In addition, the uppe.r completion of well ATP-2 
was retained in the new groundwater monitoring program. Figure 5-1 shows the 
locations of the previous and current site monitoring wells. 

Results of the monitoring program indicated that constituents from the 
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impoundment had been seeping into the alluvium soils beneath the tailings pile 
and impacted the shallow groundw~t~r in the alluvium. Consequently, the 
constituents that entered the alluvial groundwater will either be attenuated 
or retarded in the soil m!lterhls or discharged to the Colorado River. TDS 
concentrations for the previously monitored wells are shown below in 
Table 5-3. Table 5-4 s·hows the TDS concentrations from monitoring wells from 
the current monitoring program. 

Atlas concluded that contal)1inated groundwater largely extends from the 
tailings pile eastward to the Colorado River (Western Technologies, 1989; 
Canonie, 1994); however, contour maps of contaminant concentrations indicate 
the likelihood that contaminants may have impacted the areas south and 
southeast of the tailings pile. Section 5.2.4 discusses the potential impact 
to the adjacent property due to the directiop of groundwater flow and the 
distribution of geologic materi.als at the site. Additionally, contaminant 
concentrations measured at the site are consistent with solute transport by 
advective flow. Other transport mechanisms such as density gradients are not 
indicated by the si'te data. The location and measured concentrations within 
the alluvial monitoring wells appears to provide adequate data control to· 
support the direction of contaminant flow provided by the licensee's 
documentation. Staff concludes that the.lateral extent of contamination 
within the alluvial aquifer is not adequately determined. 

Staff further concludes that the concern of contamination extent on adjacent 
properties has minimal relevance to the review of the proposed plan for onsite 
surface reclamation of the tailings. The contamination extent does have a 
large bearing on groundwater compliance for license termination and revisions 
to the Corrective Action Plan (CAP) for groundwater cleanup, regardless of the 
decision with respect to surface reclamation. The contamination extent, 

· constituent concentrations, and potential impacts to adjacent properties must 
be adequately determined and evaluated as a part of a credible CAP. 

The vertical extent of contaminated groundwater.was evaluated in a series of 
nested wells completed to various depth intervals. From the collected data, 
Atlas concludes that contamination from tailings seepage is restricted to the 
shallow portions of the alluvial aquifer. This conclusion is based on 
comparisons of water quality within the aquifer at various depths and the -
occurrence of brine at depths below about 24 m (80 ft) bls. The staff agrees 
with the conclusion that the vertical extent or contamination is restricted to 
the relatively fresh groundwater within the upper portion of the alluvial 
aquifer. 

Additionally, surface water samples have been collected from the Colorado 
River to evaluate. the impact of the tailings seepage since about 1976. 

The surface water samples consisted of one sampling location upstream of the 
mill and five sampling locations below the mill site. Surface water data at 
similar locations have been periodically collected to the present. Tables 5-5 
and 5-6 show the summaries of average concentrations for uranium, radium-226, 
and thorium-230 in the Colorado River arid in the groundwater associated with 
the various sampling episodes • 
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Table 5-2: Analytical Results 

Analytical Results * 
Dissolved Constituents 

Atlas Minerals Site 
Compound Concen;. Concen-

tration Comoound tration -
Aluminum 450 Sil icon 24• 

Antimony <2.0 Sodium 1800 

Arsenic 1.8 Strontium 3.6 

Boron <0.8 Tin <2.0 

Barium 0.25 Titanium 0.58 

Beryllium 0.14 Uranium· 8.9 
Bromine - <500 Vanadium 53 
Calcium 310 Zinc 5.9 
Cadmium 0.49 Zirconium <0.2 
Cobalt 1.3 Ammonium 2400. 
Chromium 1.3 Bicarbonate <5 

Coooer 11 Carbonate <5 

Iron 650 Chloride 410 

Gallium <3.0 Cyanide 0.006 

Mercury <0.005 / Fluoride <100 
Lead <2.0 Nitrite <100 
Lithium 3.7 Nitrate <500 
Magnesium 500 DH 2.19 SU 

Mancianese 28 Phosphate <500 

Molybdenum 0.52 Sulfate 30,000 

Nickel 1.1 Sulfide <5 

Phosphorous 5.1 Total Dissolved Solids 23,900 .. 
Selenium 0.45 Total Suspended Solids 10 
Silver <0.5 
* Maximum concentration from two samples - Concentrations expressed in mg/L, unless otherwise indicated 
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rights, provided by Utah DRC, in the vicinity of the Atlas site. The state's 
records ~how three registered water right wi.thin an approximate 0.8 km (0.5 
mile) radius of the tailings pile and 14 water rights within an approximate 
1.6 km (1 mile) radius of the tailings pile. 

Table 5-8 lists one registered groundwater user (#168/Trapax) near the 
location mentioned in the Western ·Technologies report. Additionally, water 
users of Colorado River water and other surface water are identified from the 
state's water rights records. Most water registered water users are situated 
upgradient or upstream of the tailings pile; however, three water rights 
(#629,#1458, and #16590) ar~ situated on the east bank of the Colorado River 
across from the stte and one water right (#1046) is located approximately 1.1 
km downstream of the site. The only other groundwater user within a 1.6 km (1 
mi) radius is the National Parks Service at Arches National Park. This well 
is upgradient of the tailings pile. 

5.3 Conceptual Design Features to Protect Water Resources 

Staff considers that groundwater cleanup and compliance at the Atlas site are 
contingent on the disposal cell cover design and long-term performance. The 
Atlas reclamation plan describes the regraded tailings and engineered soil 
cover as the primary design components that will minimized water infiltration 
in the tailings pile (Canonie, 1992). The plan states that regrading the 
tailings and placement of a contoured soil cover will convey precipitation 
runoff away from the reclaimed tailings area, thus minimizing infiltration and 
provide grou.ndwater protection. Atlas also states that infi.ltration will be 
reduced 2 to 3 orders of magnitude over the present uncovered condition of the 
pile, because a layer of Mancos Shale clay (radon barrier borrow material) 
will be included in the final cover design. The current design specifies 20.3 
to 30.5 cm (8 to 12 in) of compacted clay for the radon barrier. ~tlas states 
that assumed permeabilities of 1 x 10·4 to 1 x 10·5 cm/s and 1 x 10· cm/s were 
considered in the cover design (Canonie, 1992 pg. 22); however, no calculation 
or analysis is provided to support this statement. Furthermore, the 
reclamation plan does not indicate that a specified permeability was used to 
determine evaluate compliance with the groundwater protection standards for 
the site. 

The licensee plans to take engineering credit for the disposal cell components 
for complying with the ground-water protection standards. Specifically, the 
1 i censee i dent i fi ed the· fo 11 owing cover .components: ( 1) regrading the top of 
the tailings to enhance runoff and reduce infiltration, (2) reducing 
infiltration by using native clay borrow material in constructing the radon 
barrier. The licensee stated that the costs have been included in the 
reclamation plan.· Additionally, the staff notified the lice~see by letter 
dated July 11, 1996 of the future need to revise the current CAP for the site. 
The notification also advises ~hat the cover components may be subject to · 
redesign and potential retro-fit if the CAP revisions require an additional 
reduction in the disposal cell infiltration flux. 
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The licensee agreed, in a letter dated August 7, 1996~ to thoroughly evaluate 
inffltration barrier alternatives as part of revising the CAP. Atlas further 
indicated that once on-site stabilization w~s found acceptable,. adequate time 
would be available to incorporate any design changes resulting from the CAP 
review, without delaying the construction schedule. Atlas also committed to 
delaying the installation of the radon/infiltration barrier, if necessary, to 
assure that any potential design changes could be included in the disposal 
cell. Staff considers that appropriate construction control and field testing 
would be required to verify that the constructed cover met the design 
specifications. 

5.4 Groundwater Protection Standards and Regulatory Requirements 

5.4.1 Water Resource Protection Standards 

Criterion 5 and Criterion 13 of 10 CFR 40, Appendix A encompass the basic 
groundwater protection standards for uranium mill tailings impoundments • 
Paragraph 58(5) requires that compliance limits for hazardous constituents are 

·set at the background concentration, the Maximum Values listed in Paragraph SC 
if the background limit is below the listed value for a particular 
constituent, or an alternate concentration limit (ACL) based on chemical
specific and site-specific considerations. 

5.4.2 Performance Assessment 

A performance assessment of the disposal cell for meeting the groundwater 
protection standards is not required by 10 CFR 40. However, a performance 
evaluatio.n for meeting proposed ACLs is an integral part of the regulatory 
review for approving ACLs. If the licensee plans to apply for ACLs, as part 
of its CAP revisions, then a performance evaluation must be included in the 
ACL application. 

5.4.3 Groundwater Monitoring and Corrective Action 

Groundwater Monitoring Program 

The requirement to implement a detection monitoring program was incorporated 
into the Atlas license by Amendment No. 1, dated June 15, 1988. This 
amendment required the licensee to monitor appropriate hazardous constituents, 
establish compliance points and a background well, as well as determine the 
extent and concentration of hazardous constituents in the alluvial aquifer. 
The groundwater compliance program did not include an examination of deeper 
aquifers, since. existing. data indicated that a brine layer exists in the lower 
portion of the alluvium. 

In response to Amendment No. 1, the licensee prepared a March 1989 ·submittal· 
that compil~d groundwater monitoring data, proposed a modified groundwater 
monitoring program, discussed the extent and concentrations of hazardous 
constituents in the aquifer, assessed risk and hazards, and evaluated 
alternative corrective actions. An NRC review of this submittal determined 
that it was responsive to regulatory requirements relative to groundwater 
compliance. The major consideration in this report was to determine if there 
were any impacts at the point of exposure, which is the Colorado River. 
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License condition 17 established the compliance monitoring program and the 
compliance limits for certain constituents detected in the groundwater at the 
site. Table 5~9 lists the co~pliance points, constituents, compliance limits, 
and sampling frequencies for the Atlas monitoring program. Monitoring well 
locations are shown in Figure 5-1. 

Table 5-9: Groundwater Protection Standards 

Groundwater Protection. Standards 
Atlas Uranium Mill Tailings Pile 

Sampling 
Frequency and Parameter or Compliance 

Wells Constituent Comp 1 i ance Limit Standard Applied 
Quarterly chloride 
sampling of wells 

nitrate AMM-1, AMM-2, 
AMM-3, and sodium ATP-2-S 

sulfate None N/A 

PH 
TDS 

water level 

Semi-annual chromium 0.08 mg/L background 
sampling of wells gross alpha 33 pCi/L background AMM-1, AMM-2, 
AMM-3, and molybdenum 0.05 mg/l background ATP-2-S 

nickel 0.06 mg/L background 
radium-226 & -228 5 pCi/L paragraph SC 

selenium 0.01 mg/l paragraph SC 

· vanadium 0.04 mg/l background 

uranium 4.0 mg/L background 

Corrective Action Program 

The licensee was required to develop a corrective action program for 
mitigating contaminated groundwater at the site, in response to the detection 
of hazardous constituents in excess of the compliance standards. Atlas 
prepared two submittals that characterized the geology, evaluated the data, 
and discussed alternative corrective actions. The geology characterization, 
as well as the collected groundwater data, confirmed that leakage from the 
tailings impoundment had impacted the alluvial groundwater, and that hazardous 
constituents eventually traveled to the Colorado River. 

The initial conclusion of the water quality data review was that any impacts 
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to the Colorado River were insignificant, because no measurable concentration 
differences in the Colora~o River could b~ detected over the period of record. 
Although the site information indicates that tailings seepage was discharging 
to the River, the.contaminant dilution by relattvely large volume of the 
Colorado River appeared to mitigate any potential health impacts. 

The study also estimated a leakage rate of approximately 95 L/min (25 gpm), 
based on a. water balance study. This leakage rate correlated well with the 
surface area of the ta11 i ngs impoundment and the estimated hydraulic 
conductivity of the alluvium, based on soil materials encountered during well 
drilling •. The estimated rate was predicted to diminish to about 30 L/min 
(8 gpm) over the next 20 years and then maintain that rate for an undetermined 
period. Additional estimates of the previous seepage rate from 1989 to 1994 
have also ~een performed as part of the Biological ·Assessment in the EIS. 
Atlas (Harding Lawson Associates, 1996; and Canonie, 1994) refined the 
previous estimates using Darcian flow and water budget projections and 
estimated a,seepage rate of about 125 L/mfo (33 gpm); however, this estimate 
did not consider contri.bution from precipitation. Staff formulated a seepage 
estimate based on TDS concentrations observed in the tailings, groundwater, 
and seepage entering the river near the mouth of Moab Wash. Staff estimated a 
seepage rate of about 189 L/min (SO gpm), including precipitation input. 
Forecasted seepage rates for the long-term, after the existing head in the 
tailings pile has reached a steady-state condition, are about 60 L/min (16 
gpm) without a cover-on t,pe pile, and ·about 30 L/min (8 gpm) with an . 
engineered cover of lxlo· cm/sec permeability. Further discussion of the 
seepage rate estimates and projected impacts after-the proposed reclamation 
are presented in Appendix E of the EIS. 

The licensee submitted a license amendment request which evaluated several 
corrective action alternatives for mitigating contaminated groundwater. The 
evaluated corrective actions were divided into two groups. One group of 
alternatives,.which largely focused on altering the tailings pile included: 

• moving the tailings to an alternate s1te, 

• mechanically dewatering the tailings, 

• constructing a hydraulic barrier wall into the alluvium, and 

• constructing a bottom seal for the tailings. 

All of these alternatives were considered unreasonably costly, when compar,ing 
the risks to benefits. Staff concurred with the licensee's conclusion that 
these alternatives were unreasonable when considering the risks as well as the 
costs and associated benefits •. · 

The licensee also evaluated five other corrective action alternatives, which 
primarily focused on groundwater remediation. These alternatives included: 

• pumping and treating groundwater using in situ precipitation of 
metals, 

• pumping and treating of groundwater using biomass. removal of metals, 
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• a gravity feed groundwater treatment system with in situ 
precipitation of metals, 

• pressure feed of groundwater and tailings treatment with in situ 
precipitation of metals, and 

• minimizing recharge to the tailings. 

The licensee ultimately recommended the minimizing recharge alternative as the 
preferred alternative. An NRC assessment of all nine alternative corrective 

· actions indicated that the later five potential corrective actions showed that 
cost effective alternatives existed. 

The licensee proposed to minimize the tailings recharge by constructing an 
enhanced evaporation system on top of the tailings pile. This system would 
pump solution from the tailings surface pool, spray it into the atmosphere and 
onto dry tailings beaches, and thereby rapidly reduce the solution level in 
the tailings impoundment. Additionally, the licensee agreed to construct and 
operate a tailings dewatering system that consisted of wells completed into 
the saturated portion of the tailings. 

NRC approved construction and operation of the enhanced evaporation system, 
which operated for roughly three years at an annual pumping rate of about 7600 
kl (20. Mgal). This system eliminated most of the ponded surface water on the 
tailings by the later part of 1992, although a small pond existed until 1995. 
A decline in the water level within the tailings also accompanied the removal 
of the ponded water. Any water that intermittently is found on the tailings 
impoundment is from precipitation and either recharges the tailings or 
evaporates to the atmosphere. 

The tailings dewatering system was constructed on a test scale in 1990. It 
consisted of a series of wells in the tailings installed at locations 
accessible to drilling equipment. Each well was equipped with a pump, which 
would route.tailings solution to the surface of the impoundment for spraying 
to the atmosphere • 

The dewatering system operated for a short period of time, when it became 
apparent that a combination of poor yields, corrosive solutions, and small 
pa~ticle sizes would be stressful on the equipment and make the feasibility of 
continuous pumping questionable. However, the NRC considered intermittent 
pumping feasible, which had been utilized in these wells since their 
installation. The amounts of solution that were recovered from these wells 
and the rate of recovery are shown in Table 5-10. 

Table 5-10 shows that approximately 16,653 kl (4.4 Mgal) of solution were 
removed from the tailings pile. It should also be noted that the rate at 
which the dewatering is taking place has shown a slight decline over the 
period of record. Additionally, the TDS concentration of the recovered 
solution has·~ontinued to rise, likely in response to the reduced recharge in 
the tailings areas being dewatered. 
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Table 5-10: Operation Data: Tailings Dewatering System 

Operational Data 
Tailings Dewatering System 

Atlas Tailings Pile 
Total System Total Dissolved 

Volume Recovered Yield in L/min Solids (mg/l) 
Operational Year in kl (gal) Canm) 

1990 3173 (838,276) 14.5 {3.83) 24,700 

1991 7442 (1,966,000) 14.2 (3.74) 25,065 

1992 6038 (1,595,000) 12.5 (3.03) 30,250 

5.5 Cleanup and Control of Existing Contamination 

The approved CAP has eliminated the residual ponded .water on the tailings pile 
and reduced the level of saturation within the tailings •. In addition, 
contaminant concentrations within the alluvial aquifer have been reduced over 
the same time period. · However, contaminant concentrations within the aquifer 
still remain well above the groundwater compliance limits established in the 
license. Currently, the licensee has not implemented any corrective action to 
directly reduce the contaminant levels in the uppermost aquifer. The licensee 
must address compliance with the groundwater standards in 10 CFR 40, 
Appendix A through revisions of the CAP. 

NRC considers revisiting and revising the CAP as a separate licensing action, 
because the groundwater cleanup. strategies a~d methodologies will be 
contingent on the decision for surface reclamation of the tailings. For 
estimating purposes, the costs and benefits of groundwater cleanup for the 
proposed on-site closure and the tailings relocation alternatives were 
factored into the overall cost/benefit analysis conducted for both 
alternatives. Relocating the tailings to another site for disposal does not 
remove the need for groundwater cl ea·nup at the current Atlas property. 
Additionally, relocating the tailings would likely invoke higher groundwater 
cleanup costs for the relocation alternative over the on-site closure 
alternative, since the relocation alternative would mandate a cleanup approach 
to return contaminants over the entire site to levels suitable for releasing 
the site for unrestricted use. Discussions and evaluations of cost/benefit 
considerations associated with both disposal alternatives are presented in 
Chapter 5 of the EIS. 

5.6 Conclusions 

Water resource information for the Atlas Uranium Mill Tailings Reclamation 
Plan have been evaluated by staff to determine compliance with the appropriate 
regulations in 10 CFR 40, Appendix A. Data and technical information that is 
directly applicable to surface reclamation were examined. Other information 
and data pertaining to groundwater corrective action were not evaluated for 
compliance, since NRC determines groundwater cleanup compliance under a 
separate Corrective Action Pl an. · 
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are identified in that section are resolved. 

Criterion 4(e) requires that the impo~dment not be located near a capable 
fault that could cause a maximum credible earthquake larger than that which 
the impoundment could reasonably be expected to withstand. 

Staff evaluations of the structural stability of the disposal cell 
considered the effects of earthquakes. As discussed in Sections 2 and 
3, the staff i~ unable to conclude that the impoundment could withstand 
the acceleration from an assumed maximum credible earthquake on the 
northeast trending fault without more information from the licensee. 
Additionally, the issue of whether the Moab fault is capable has not 
been resolved. 

On the basis of independent reviews and analyses, the staff can not conclude 
that all the requirements of Criterion 4 will be met by the licensees's 
proposed reclamation plan. 

Criteria 5. 7. and 13 

Criteria 5, 7, and 13 concern ground-water protection. As previously 
discussed, ground water· is being addressed under separate licensing actions. 
However, ground-water protection standards at the site will be in accordance 
with these criteria. 

Criterion 6 

Criterion 6 sets forth performance criteria for the disposal of tailings. 

Criterion 6(1) requires that waste disposal areas be closed in accordance with 
a design which provides reasonable assurance that average releases of 
radon-222 and radon-220 to the atmosphere will be limited to 20 picocuries per 
square meter per second (pCi/m2s). The· design is to be effective for 1000 
years to the extent reasonably achievable and, in any case, for at least 200 
years. 

The evaluation of the radon barrier utilized the RADON computer code 
(NRC, l989b) and acceptable parameters, except as noted, to estimate 
radon emanation from the contaminated materials. The design is 
supported by adequate construction specifications, settlement 
monitoring, and quality control programs. However, the staff can not 
conclude that the cover design will limit radon releases to atmosphere 
to 20 pCi/m2s, until the open issues identified in Section 6 are 
resolved. 

The design basis events for erosion protection features protecting the 
radon barrier are the PMP and the PMF events. Both of these events are 
considered to be the most severe that are reasonably possible and thus 
provide reasonable assurance of not being exceeded during the 1000-year 
design life. The erosion protection features should assure that 
excessive erosion·does not occur during the design life. However, the 
staff can not conclude that the erosion protection features will be 
effective for _the 1000 year design life until the open issues identified 
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5.0 WATER RESOURCE PROTECTION 

5.1 Introduction 

The initial monitoring of the water resources at the site, for which there are 
reliable records, began in 1976 after approximately 20 years of mill 
operation. This monitoring program was designed to collect surface water 
samples from the Colorado River and groundwater samples from the alluvial 
aquifer situated beneath tailings impoundment. These data were used to 
support the license renewal, which was initiated by an August 31, 1983 
licensee application. 

New groundwater regulations for uranium mills were codified in 10 CFR 40, 
Appendix A, shortly after the license renewal. These regulations required 
detection monitoring, compliance monitoring, and corrective action programs 
for tailings. impoundments at opera.ting mi 11 s. Definitions of hazardous 
constituents in groundwater and associated limits were also established in the 
regulation. The groundwater protection provisions are contained within 
Criteria 5, 7, and 13 of 10 CFR 40, Appendix A. 

At the time regulations became effective, little or no data on the 
constituents types and concentrations had been measured in tailings 
impoundments. Consequently, the NRC initiated a sampling program to collect 
and analyze tailings solutions from all active uranium milling facilities 
under NRC license. Analyses were performed on both the dissolved and total 
constituent load of each sample. Laboratory analyses for this program were 
conducted by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

Laboratory results were obtained for the 375 hazardous constituents listed in 
40 CFR Part 261,· Appendix VIII. The analyses included a gas chromatograph 
scan for volatile and semi-volatile organics, with specific compound 
identification of detected peaks; total and dissolved metals; total and 
dissolved radionuclides; total organic carbon; cyanide; sulfides; various 
nitrogen containing species; as well as selected anions and cations. The 
sampling program encompassed the constituents listed in Criterion 13 of 10 CFR 
Part 40, Appendix A. 

Samples were collected from the Atlas tailings impoundment during July, 1987. 
Analytical results indicated the occurrence of hazardous constituents in the 
Atlas mill tailings impoundment. As a result, the licensee was required to 
implement a detection monitqring program to determine if groundwater had been 
impacted by the impoundment. The monitoring points associated with this 
program indicated that some of the hazardous constituents had leached from the 
tailings and moved into the aquifer adjacent to the tailings impoundment. 
Compliance limits were then determined for released hazardous constituents and 
a corrective action program was implemented. 

The NRC recognizes that remediating contaminated groundwater may require a 
substantially longer time than the that involved in surface reclamation of a 
tailings impoundment. ~onsequently, surface reclamation and groundwater 
reclamation are considered separately by the NRC for demonstrating compliance 
with the license and appropriate regulations. The information and conclusions 
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which is completed within the Moab Wash alluvium, up slope of the tailings 
pile and mill area. Water quality measurements from the well showed TDS 
conce~trations of about 1300 to 1400 mg/L, but ranging as high as about 7000 
mg/L. However, water quality in this well did not ·appear representative of 
site conditions within the all.uvium near the river, where the tailings pile is 
located. Additionally, this well periodically remained dry during a portion 
of the year. A new background well was established for the site in 1988 as 
part of the licensee demonstrating compliance with the new detection 
monitoring provisions the 10 CFR 40, Appendix A. 

Well AMM-1 ·was established as the NRC-approved background well ·for the 
facility. The well is situated approximately at the far northeastern corner 

, of the property, about 244 m ( 800 ft) northeast of the former mill area. 
Groundwater samples have been collected from AMM-1 since 1988 and show 
concentrations of selenium, combined radium-226 and -228 above the NRC maximum 
concentration limits (MCLs) and elevated concentrations of uranium~ TDS 
concentrations in this well range from about 6500 to 7500 mg/L. 

A review of site maps and historical aeriai photographs of the site show a 
former ore storage pad situated about 61 m (200 ft) west of the background 
monitoring well location. NRC staff recognizes that placement of an 
upgradient, background monitoring well had previous presented technical 
challenges to the licensee, due to size of the milling area and the lack of 

. sufficient groundwater in the previous upgradient well completed in the Moab 
Wash alluvium. Although the location for this well had previously been 
approved by the NRC, the licensee must provide data showing that monitoring 
well AMM-1 is not influenced by contaminants from the former ore storage pad. 
Thi s i s an gg~II:ilil§YI ·. · 
Contaminant Characterization 

The NRC initiated a sampling and laboratory analysis program in 1987 to 
evaluate hazardous constituents at uranium mills under NRC license, because 
little or no comprehensive information was previously available on the types 
of potential hazardous constituents associated with uranium mill tailings 
impoundments. Both dissolved and total analysis were conducted for the 
collected tailings solutions, along with a gas chromatograph screening for 
volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds. Analytical services were 
contracted with Oak Ridge National Laboratory, an EPA certified laboratory. 

Tailings fluids from the Atlas facility.were sampled in July, 1987. The 
information developed from this sampling program was used to define the 
contaminant source and constituents of concern for later groundwater detection 
and compliance monitoring programs at the site. The results of this testing 
indicated that several metallic and radiological compounds designated as 1 

hazardous constituents were present in the tailings solution. Table 5-2 
summarizes the results of this sampling. 

Contaminant Extent 

The licensee has collected and analyzed groundwater samples from the alluvial 
aquifer downgradient of the tailings pile on a sporadic basis from 1976 to 
1977. The monitoring program has changed several times over the years, and 
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the ~ollected data lack consistency in the sampling points, constituents 
analyzed, and l~boratory methods used. These monitoring program changes make 
a complete evaluation of the contamina.nt impact history at the site difficult. 
Detailed descriptions of the current groundwater monitoring program are 
provided in section 5.4.3. The surface water monitoring program has remained 
essentially unchanged over the period o~ record. 

The monitoring program largely consisted of three wells completed in the 
·alluvium between the tailings impoundment and the Colorado River. Water
quality monitoring were originally conducted on a regular basis from 1982 to 
1987, in monitoring wells ATP-1-S, ATP-2, ATP-3, MW-1-R, MW-2-R, and MW-3. 
These wells along with an upgradient monitoring well .have been used to 
evaluate the impacts of the tailings impoundment on the shallow alluvial 
groundwater and determine the extent of contamination. 

Three new wells were installed in 1990 for evaluating groundwater conditions 
at the site. These wells: AMM-1, AMM-2, and AMM-3 were all located in the 
river alluvium adjacent to the Colorado River. Monitoring well AMM-1 was 
designated as the background well, while wells AMM-2 and AMM-3 were designated 
as point of compliance wells. In addition, the upper completion of well ATP-2 
was retained in the new groundwater monitoring program. Figure 5-1 shows the 
locations of the previous and current site monitoring wells. 

Results of the monitoring program indicated that constituents from the 
impoundment had been seeping into the alluvium soils beneath the tailings pile 
and impacted the shallow groundwater in the alluvium. Consequently, the 
constituents th~t entered the alluvial groundwater will either be attenuated 
or retarded in the soil materials or discharged to the Colorado River. TDS 
concentrations for the previously monitored wells are shown below in 
Table 5-3. Table 5-4 shows the TDS concentrations from monitoring wells from 
the current monitoring program. 

Atlas concluded that contaminated groundwater largely extends from the 
tailings pile eastward to the Colorado River (Western Technologies, 1989; 
Canonie, 1994); however, contour maps of contaminant concentrations indicate 
the likelihood that contaminants may have impacted the areas south and 
southeast of the tailings pile. Section 5.2.4 discusses the apparent 
inconsistency between the interpretation of groundwater flow directions with 
the distribution of geologic materials at the site. Additionally, contaminant 
concentrations measured at the site are consistent with solute transport by 
advective flow. Other.transport mechanisms such as density gradients are not 
indicated by the site data. The location and measured concentrations within 
the alluvial monitoring wells appears to provide adequate data control to 
support the direction of contaminant flow provided by the licensee's 
documentation. NRC staff concludes that the lateral extent of contamination 
within the alluvial aquifer is not adequately determined. This is an open 
issue encompassed by the open issue identified in section 5.2.4. · 
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Table 5-2: Analytical Results 

Analytical Results 
Dissolved Constituents 

Atlas Minerals Site 
Compound Concen- Concen-

tration* Comoound tration 

Aluminum 450 Silicon 24 

Antimony <2.0 Sodium 1800 

Arsenic 1.8 Strontium 3.6 

Boron <0.8 Tin <2.0 

Barium 0.25 Titanium 0.58 

Beryllium 0.14 Uranium 8.9 

Bromine <500 Vanadium 53 

Calcium 310 Zinc 5.9 

Cadmium 0.49 Zirconium <0.2 

Cobalt 1.3 Ammonium 2400 v 
Chromium 1.3 Bicarbonate <5 

Copper 11 Carbonate <5 

Iron 650 Chloride 410 

Gallium <3.0 Cyanide 0.006 
Mercury <0.005 Fluoride <100 

Lead <2.0 Nitrite <100 

Lithium 3.7 Nitrate <500 

Magnesium 500 PH 2.19 SU 

Manganese 28 Phosphate <500 

Molybdenum 0.52 Sulfate 30,000 -

Nickel 1.1 Sul fide <5 

Phosphorous 5.1 Total Dissolved Solids 23,900 

Selenium 0.45 Total Suspended Solids 10 

Silver <0.5 
• Concentrations expressed in mg/L, unless otherwise indicated 
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5.2.6 Water Use 

Water use in the vicinity of the site is described in a report by Western 
Technologies (1989). The report states that there are no existing groundwater 
supply wells on the property or hydraulically downgradient of the property. 
Atlas reported that a water well located approximately 300 meters (900 feet) 
east of mon·i tori ng we 11 AMM-1, which is upgrad i ent of the mill site, as "not 
fit for human use." 

The Utah Division of Radiation Control, Department of Environmental Quality 
conducted a computer search of Water Rights records for northern Moab Valley, 
in the vicinity of the Atlas site. This search provided a listing of water 
rights diversions; which includes both surface water and groundwater uses. 
These records were provided to NRC staff for the purpose of making an 
independent verification of the water use inventory conducted by Atlas in 
1989. · Table 5-8 provides a summary of registered water rights in the vicinity 
of the Atlas site. The state's records show three registered water right 
within an approximate 0.8 km (%mile) radius of the tailings pile and 14 water 
rights within an approximate 1.6 km (1 mile) radius of the tailings pile • 

Table 5-8 lists one registered groundwater user (#168/Trapax) near the · 
location mentioned in the Western Technologies report. Additionally, water 
u~ers of Colorado River water and other surface water are identified from the 
state's water rights records. Most water registered water users are situated 
upgradient or upstream of the tailings pile; however, three water rights 
(#629,#1458, and #16590) are situated on the east bank of the Colorado River 
across from the site and one water right (#1046) is located approximately 1.1 
km downstream of the site. The only other groundwater user within a 1.6 km (1 
mi) radius is the National Parks Service at Arches National Park. This well 
is upgradient of the tailings pile. 

5.3 Conceptual Design Features to Protect Water Resources 

The Atlas reclamation plan describes the regraded tailings and engineered soil 
cover as the primary design components that will minimized water infiltration 
in the tailings pile (Canonie, 1992). The plan states that r.egrading the 
tailings and placement of a contoured soil cover will covey precipitation 
runoff away from the reclaimed tailings area, thus minimizing infiltration and 
provide groundwater protection. Atlas also states that infiltration will be 
reduced 2 to 3 orders of magnitude over the present uncovered condition of the 
pile, because a layer of Mancos Shale clay (radon barrier borrow material) 
will be included in the final cover design. The current design. specifies 20.3 
to 30.5 cm (8 to 12 in) of compacted clay for the radon barrier. ~tlas states 
that assumed permeabilities of 1 x 10·4 to 1 x 10"5 cm/s and 1 x 10" cm/s were 
considered in the cover design {Canonie, 1992 pg. 22); however, no calculation 
or analysis is provided to support this statement. furthermore, the 
reclamation plan does not indicate that a specified permeability was used to 
determine evaluate compliance with the groundwater protection standards for 
the site. -

Because surface reclamation and groundwater compliance are not integrated into 
one plan, the licensee must clarify whether it plans. to take engineering 
credit for any disposal cell component for meeting compliance with the 
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groundwater .protection standards for the site. If engineering credit is 
taken, costs associated with achieving the necessary coy~.r. ...... P.~XJ!l.~.~-bil ity must 
be incorporated into the reclamation plan. This is an llil!Illl§Yi· 
5.4 Groundwater Protection Standards and Regulatory Requirements 

5.4.1 Water Resource Protection Standards 

Criterion 5 and Criterion 13 of 10 CFR 40, Appendix A encompass the basic 
groundwater protection standards for· uranium mill tailings impoundments. 
Paragraph 58(5) requires that compliance limits for hazardous constituents are 
set at the background concentration, the Maximum Values listed in Paragraph SC 
if the background limit is below the listed value for a particular 
constituent, or an alternate concentration limit (ACL) based on chemical
specific and site-specific considerations. 

5.4.2 Performance Assessment 

A performance assessment of the disposal cell for meeting the .groundwater 
protection standards is not required by 10 CFR 40. However, a performance 
evaluation for meeting proposed ACLs is an integral part of the regulatory 
review for approving ACLs. If the licensee plans to apply for ACLs, as part 
of its CAP revisions, then a petformance evaluation must be included in the 
ACL application. 

5.4.3 Groundwater Monitoring and Corrective Action 

· Groundwater Monitoring Program 

The requirement to implement a detection monitoring program was incorporated 
into the Atlas license by Amendment No. 1, dated June 15, 1988. This 
amendment required the licensee to monitor appropriate hazardous constituents, 
establish compliance points and a background well, as well as determine the 
extent and concentration of hazardous constituents in the alluvial aquifer. 
The groundwater compliance program did not include an examination of deeper 
aquifers, since existing data indicated that a brine layer exists .in the lower 
portion of the alluvium. 

In response to Amendment No. 1, the licensee prepared a March 1989 submittal 
that compiled groundwater monitoring data, proposed a modified groundwater 
monitoring program, discussed the extent and concentrations of hazardous 
constituents in the aquifer, assessed risk and hazards, and evaluated 
alternative corrective actions. An NRC review of this submittal determined 
that it was responsive to regulatory requirements· relative to groundwater 
compliance. The major consideration in this report was to determine if there 
were any impacts at the point of exposure, which is the Color~do River. 

License condition 17 established ·the compliance monitoring program and the 
compliance limits for certain constit~ents detected in the groundwater at the 

·site. Table 5-9 lists the compliance points, constituents, compliance limits, 
and sampling frequencies for the Atlas monitoring program. ·Monitoring well 
locations are shown in Figure 5-1. 
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Table 5-9: Groundwater Protection Standards 

Groundwater Protection Standards 
Atlas Uranium Mill Tailings Pile 

Sampling 
Frequency and Parameter or Compliance 

Wells Constituent Compliance Limit Standard Applied 

Quarterly chloride 
sampling of wells 

nitrate AMM-1, AMM-2, 
AMM-3, and sodium ATP-2-S 

sulfate None N/A 

pH 

TDS 

water level 

Semi-annual chromium 0.08 mg/l background 
sampling of wells 

gross alpha 33 pCi/l background AMM-1, AMM-2, 
AMM-3, and molybdenum O.OS mg/l background ATP-2-S 

nickel 0.06 mg/l background 

radium-226 & -228 5 pCi/l paragraph SC 

selenium 0.01 mg/l ·paragraph SC 

vanadium 0.04 mg/l background 

uranium 4.0 mg/l background 

Corrective Action Program 

The licensee was required to develop a corrective action program for 
mitigating contaminated groundwater at the site, in response to the detection 
of hazardous constituents in excess of the compliance standards. Atlas 
prepared two submittals that characterized the geology, evaluated the data, 
and discussed alternative corrective actions. The geology characterization, 
as well as the collected groundwater data, confirmed that leakage from the 
tailings impoundment had impacted the alluvial groundwater, and that hazardous 
constituents eventually traveled to the Colorado River. 

The initial conclusion of the water quality data review was that any impacts 
to the Colorado River were insignificant, because no measurable concentration 
differences in the Colorado River could be detected over the period of record. 
Although the site information indicates that tailings seepage was discharging 
to the River, the contaminant dilution by relatively large volume of the 
Colorado River appeared to mitigate any potential health impacts. 
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the saturated portion of the tailings. 

NRC approved construction and operation of the enhanced evaporation system, 
which operated for roughly three· years at an annual pumping rate of about 7600 
kl (20 Mgal). This system eliminated most of the ponded surface water on the 
tailings by the later part of 1992, although a small pond existed· until 1995. 
A decline in the water level within the tailings also accompanied the removal 
of the ponded water. Any water that intermittently is found on the tailings 
impotindment is from precipitation and either recharges the tailings or 
evaporates to the atmosphere. 

The tailings dewatering system was constructed on a test scale in 1990. It 
consisted of a series of wells in the tailings installed at locations 
accessible to drilling equipment. Each well was equipped with a pump, which 
would route tailings solution to the surface of the impoundment for spraying 
to the atmosphere. 

The dewatering system operated for a short period of time, when it became 
apparent that a combination of poor yields, corrosive solutions, and small 

·particle sizes would be stressful on the equipment and make the feasibility of 
continuous pumping questionable. However, the NRC considered intermittent 
pumping feasible, which had been utilized in these wells since their 
installation. The amounts of solution that were recovered from these wells 
and the rate of recovery are shown in Table 5-10. 

Table 5-10: Operation Data: Tailings Dewatering System 

Operational Data 
Tailings Dewatering System 

Atlas Tailings Pile 
Total System Total Dissolved 

Volume Recovered Yield in l/min Solids (mg/l) 
Operational Y.ear in kl (gal) (gpm) 

1990 3173 (838,276) 14.5 (3.83) 24,700 
1991 7442 (1,966,000) 14.2 (3.74) 25,065 
1992 6038 (l,595,000) 12.5 (3.03) 30,250 

Table 5-10 shows that approximately 16,653 kl (4.4 Mgal) of solution were 
removed from the tailings pile. It should also be noted that the rate at 
which the dewatering is taking place has shown a slight decline over the 
period of record. Additionally, the TDS concentration of the recovered 
solution is continued to rise, likely in response to the reduced recharge in 
the tailings areas being dewatered~ 

5.5 Cleanup and Control of Existing Contamination 

The approved CAP has eliminated the residual ponded water on the tailings pile 
and reduced the level of saturation within the tailings .. In addition, 
contaminant concentrations withi"n "the alluvial aquifer have been· reduced over 
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the same time period. However, contaminant concentrations within the aquifer 
still remain above the groundwater compliance limits established in the 
license. Currently, the licensee has not implemented any corrective action to 
directly reduce the contaminant levels in the uppermost aquifer. The licensee 
must address compliance with the groundwater standards in 10 CFR 40, 
Appendix A through revisions of the CAP. 

5.6 Conclusions 

Water resource information for the Atlas Uranium Mill Tailings Reclamation 
Plan have been evaluated by NRC staff to determine compliance with the 
appropriate regulations in 10 CFR 40, Appendix A. Data and technical 
information that is directly applicable to surface reclamation were examined. 
Other information and data pertaining to groundwater corrective·action were 
not evaluated for compliance, since NRC determines groundwater cleanup 
compliance under a separate Corrective Action Plan. 

It is apparent that seepage from the tailings impoundment is impacting 
groundwater quality in the shallow alluvial aquifer, based on the collected 
water quality data. The seepage is traveling as a dissolved contaminant plume 
which discharges to the Colorado River. The seepage rate from the tailings 
pile appears to have declined over the past several years. Currently the 
leakage rate is estimated to be 95 L/min {25 gpm) and is further expected to 
decrease to 30 L/min (8 gpm). 

Impacts to the property immediately south of .the Atlas property have not been 
adequately determined by the licensee. Geological information and contaminant 
concentratto.n .... f..9..Q.~ . .Q.4.r.~. indicate a potential impact to the adjacent property. 
This is and Q!iffml:l?Yi· 
Surface water monitoring for the last 20 years indicates there is no 
measurable increase of the contaminants in the waters of the Colorado River, 
due in large part to dilution. This finding was originally predicted to occur 
in the EIS for license renewal and has been confirmed by upstream and 
downstream monitoring in the Colorado River. However, monitoring of the 
Colorado River near the site indicates the presence of a mixing zone with 
higher concentrations of some contaminants. Additional evaluations of seepage 
impacts to sediment and biota in the river are assessed in the EIS for 
reel amation. 

Ambient groundwater quality in the alluvial {uppermost) aquifer appears poor, 
given the moderately elevated TDS concentrations and elevated concentrations 
of selenium, combined radium-226 & -228, and uranium; however, the proximity 
of the upgrad1ent background well AMM-1 to a former ore storage pad raises a 
question to the representativeness of this water quality information. The 
licensee must provide information showing that this well locati~n is 
representative of ba~.~grq.~.D.~ ... ~ater quality conditions in the uppermost 
aquifer. This is an JU1ftb1!l.S.!S.:us • ................. , .................... ·.·············:·.·.·.-,· 

Sixteen registered water rights are located within a 1.6 km radius of the 
tailings pile. Fifteen of these water rights are allocated for the Colorado 
River or other surface water points. Only two water rights are designated for 
groundwater use. Four of the surface water users are situated either cross-
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stream or downstream of the tailings pile. Water samples collected in the 
Colorado River do not indic~te that the tailings seepage is impacting the 
river water quality, other than in a small mixing zone. Both groundwater 
users are situated upgradient of the tailings pile. 

The licensee indicates that construction of an engineered clay cover and 
contoured top slope will .reduce precipitatiQn infiltration into the tailings 
by 2 to 3 orders 'of magnitude; however, it is not clear from the information 
provided in the reclama.tion plan whether the licensee plans to take 
engineering credit for these design features for demonstrating groundwater 
compliance at the site. If engineering is taken, the associated costs with 
achieving the necessary cover P.~r.m~.~-~.J.J.j_ty must be incorporated into the 
reclamation plan. This is an ggg:[ll§§YI· 
The licensee must revise the current Corrective Action Plan to demonstrate 
compliance with the groundwater cleanup standards in the license. This will . 
be evaluated by NRC staff as part of the groundwater corrective action 
program. 
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horses. During 1990-92, 354 ha (875 acres) of this land, known as Moab Marsh, were purchased 
by the Nature Conservancy and designated the Scott M. Matheson Wetlands Preserve. The 
preserve is jointly owned and managed by the Nature Conservancy and the Utah Division of 
Wildlife Resources. Improvements will include a trail. system, parking facilities, educational kiosks 
and signage, wildlife viewing platforms, and water delivery systems (The Nature Conservancy 
undated). 

The amount of land suitable for cultivation is limited in Moab and Spanish Valleys. According to 
the licensee, as reported in the 1979 EIS (NRC 1979), 88 ha (217 acres) were fanned in Moab, 
344 ha (850 acres) were under agricultural and rural residential use in Moab Valley between 
Moab and the Atlas site, and 121 ha (300 acres) were being irrigated in Spanish Valley. Orchard 
fruits (including apples, peaches', and pel:\rs) and livestock were the prime agricultural products. In 
Spanish Valley, agriculture was constrained by lack of irrigation water . 

In Grand County, land uses along the Colorado River downstream from Moab include residences 
of about 15 families, 40-60 ha (100-150 acres) of alfalfa for hay (irrigated with Colorado River 
water), the potash facility (which produces potassium), and grazing (D. Nelson, Grand County 
Agricultural Extension Agent, Moab, Utah, personal communication with R. L Kioodsma, 
ORNL, August 29, 1994; M. Page, Utah Division of Water Rights, Price, Utah, personal 
communication with R. L Kroodsma, ORNL, August 30, 1994). Along the Colorado River in San· 
Juan County, no croplands are present, and river water is not used for irrigation. A limited 
amount of grazing occurs. No gra.Zing or agriCulture is allowed along the river or along Lake 
Powell in Canyonlands National Park and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area (J. Keyes, San 
Juan County Agricultural Exten8ion Agent, Monticello, Utah, personal communication with 
R. L Kroodsma, ORNL, August 26, 1994). The park and recreation .area, beginning about 27 km 
(17 miles) southwest of Moab, include all. of the Colorado River and Lake Powell in Utah. 

• 

Land use on the 65-ha (160-acre) Atlas lease at the Plateau site, which is owned by the state of 
Utah, consists of grazing. The only other notable land use is for the Canyonlands Field airport, 3.2 
to 4.8 km (2 to 3 miles) east-northeast of the site. Limited informal camping occurs along .the dirt 
road that passes near the site, and bicyclists use the road No prime or unique farmland (7 USC 
4201; 7 CFR Part 658; 40 CFR Part 1508.27) is located on the Atlas site or Plateau site. 

3.4 GROUNDWATER 

3.4.1 Groundwater Resources and Hydrology 

3.4.1.1 Stratigraphy 

Unconsolidated surficial alluvium of Quaternary age (as much as 2 million years old) is exposed · 
throughout Moab-Spanish Valley and lies beneath the base of the tailings pile (Sumsion 1971). 
The alluvium has an average depth of at least 21 m (70 ft). Alluvium is 124 m (406 ft) thick near 
the eastern comer of the tailings pile (Section 3.22). The porous alluvium is a gravelly sand as 
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indicated by its textural composition (7% clay, 4% silt, 50% sand, 23% fine-to-medium gravel, and 
16% coarse gravel). The Colorado River has carved a 6.1-m- (20- ft-) deep channel into the 
alluvium (Mussetter and Harvey 1994). 

The Paradox Member of the Hermosa Formation of middle and upper Pennsylvanian age (290 to 
approximately 317 million years old) could underlie the alluVium. Paradox rocks consist of 
contorted e\raporites and shales whose thickness exceeds 610 m (2000 ft) and may reach as much 
as 2100 m (1000 ft). Extrusion of these pliable salt strata within the evaporites upward through 
fault zones has caused unconformities in the Quaternary alluvium. 

Sedimentary formations rim Moab-Spanish Valley and vary in age from middle Pennsylvanian to 
Cretaceotis (67 to approximately 317 million years old). These consolidated deposits consist mostly 
of sandstone with some shale, siltstone, mudstone, gypsum, dolomite, limestone, and 
conglomerate. Intrusive igneous rocks ·of Tertiary age (about 25 million years old) were formed by 
injection through and into these strata during the laccolithic La Sal Mountain orogeny . 

The Plateau site is situated on the relatively impermeable, upper Cretaceous (from 67 to 96 
million years old) Mancos shale. The Mancos shale thickness ranges from 125 m (410 ft) to more 
than 244 m (800 ft). The weathered surface of the Mancos shale consists of a well developed, 1.5 
to 3 m (5 to 10 ft) deep, friable soil having a large fraction of eolian sand (inferred from 
UNITAH 1994). The deeper Paradox salt strata are separated from the base of the shale by 
approximately 1000 m (3000 ft) of intervening sedimentary formations. 

3.4.1.2 Groundwater Hydrology 

Principal aquifers include the Quaternary alluvium in Moab-Spanish Valley, and the Wingate and 
Navajo sandstones (collectively referred to as the Glen Canyon aquifer) of the Glen Canyon 
Group that rim the valley. Some groundwater is provided by an unnamed Cutler Formation 
(arkosic) sandstone member composed primarily of quartz and feldspar (Sumsion 1971). 

The alluvial surface slopes downward towards the Colorado River from both Moab-Spanish Valley 
and the Atlas tailings pil~~ The Quaternary aquifer discharges along both sides of the river during 
low river: flows. The aquifer is recharged by the river at higher river stages. Wells yield 30 to 
3800 !./min (8 to 1,000 gpm) (Sumsion 1971). Drawdown ranges from 10.7 to 33.5 m (35 to 
110 ft). The average transmissivity of the aquifer is between 560 and 930 m3/day/m 
[44,900 (measured) and 74,800 (calculated) gpd/ft]. 

Where intensely fractured, the Navajo sandstone yields 0.8 to 9254 Umin (0.2 to 2445 gpm) to 
spring5 and wells (NRC 1979). Wells tapping disturbed portions of the Wingate sandstone 
produce 30 to 136 Umin (8 to 36 gpm). Yields from the Cutler Formation range from 57 to 
76 Umin (15 to 20 gpm). 

The Navajo sandstone plunges beneath the Quaternary alluvium along the northeast side of 
Moab-Spanish Valley in a monoclinal fold. Associated faulting and jointing have shattered the 
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area northeast of Moab City Park where several public and gomestic wells pump groundwater, 
and where the transmissivity is 560 m3/day/m (44,900 gpd/ft) (Sumsion 1979).The largest specific 
capacity was measured in a well where the Navajo sandstone is overlain by 11 m (36 ft) of 
alluvium. Transmissivities in less-disturbed upland portions of the Navajo sandstone are lower, 
ranging from 110 to 130 m3/day/m (8,980 to 10,470 gpd/ft). 

Groundwater moves through joints, fractures, and pores in the sandstone rim towards the center 
of Moab-Spanish Valley. Some ·groundwater enters the alluvial aquifer directly, while the 
repiainder diScharges from seeps and springs and enters surface water. Some springs in the Moab 
area are diverted into man-made impoundments and tanks. Ken's Lake and Recreation Area 
southeast of Moab is maintained by springs that discharge into perennial Mill Creek headwaters 
which flow into the lake, and diversions from other springs whose groundwater is piped and 
tunneled into the lake . 

· The Mancos shale beneath. the Plateau site is relatively impermeable and yields no groundwater 
to wells or springs (Sumsion 1971, Blanchard 1990). Several springs in the surrounding locale 
appear to discharge from the Mancos shale, but actually discharge from the eolian sands overlying 
the shale. The viability of aquifers beneath the Mancos shale is unknown, but recharge in the site 
vicinity is minimal because of low precipitation and the impermeability of the overlying shale. 
Groundwater resides in the deeper sedimentary formations and Paradox salt strata beneath the 
Mancos shale,. and at least 125 to 244 m (410 to 800 ft) below the land surface. 

3.4.2 Groundwater Quality 

Groundwater reports by Sumsion (1971) and'Blanchard (1990) for Spanish Valley southeast of 
Moab provided information that is indicative of groundwater quality at Moab. Quaternary aquifer 
groundwater in the area contains t\vice the Federally permitted drinking water concentrations ( 40 
CFR Part 141and143) for sulfate (250 mg/L) and total dissolved solids (500 mg/L). Principal 
dissolved species include calcium, magnesium, sodium, bicarbonate, sulfate, and chloride. The 
slightly basic groundwater is very hard. Silica, bar.on, nitrate, fluoride, potassium, and chloride 
levels are low. Iron occasionally exceeds the 0.3 mg/L Federal standard. For purposes of 
agricultural irrigation, the salinity hazard is high while the sodium hazard is low. Treatment is 
required prior to human consumption. The Atlas tailings pile has contaminated the Quaternary 
aquifer at the Atlas site, as discussed in Seel 4.4.2 

The Navajo and Wingate sandstone aquifers have excellent groundwater qualities (Sumsion 1971 
and Blanchard 1990). Sulfate, total dissolved solids, chloride, fluoride, and nitrate comply with 
Federal drinking water standards (40 CFR Parts 141and143). Calcium and bicarbonate are the 
dominant dissolved species. The pH is slightly basic. Iron occasionally exceeds the 0.3 mg/L 
Federal standard. Navajo s~ndstone groundwater is soft, while hardness in the Wingate sandstone. 
aquifer ranges from moderately to very hard. Salinity and sodium hazards are moderate and low, 
respectively. Silica and boron levels are low. Both aquifers are suitable for public water supplies. 
Minimal treatment is required. · 
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Groundwater fu sedimentary strata beneath the Plateau site would be expected to be high in total 
dissolved solids because the downward flow of precipitation is cut off by the Mancos shale. 
Treatment would be requir¢ prior to human consumption. Water quality in the sedimentary 
strata also is 'degraded by upflows from the underlying Paradox salt strata where the groundwater 
is very saline (Blanchard 1990). 

3.4.3 Groundwater Use 

The Navajo and Wingate sandstones provide.a water supply for the city of Moab. Groundwater is 
collected.from upland springs, piped to man-made impoundments and storage tanks, treated, and 
finally distn"buted to consumers. Public wells in the Navajo sandstone northeast of Moab City Park 
have been used to supplement the springs· during the growing season and 'tourist season. Private 
wells also obtain groundwater from the Navajo and Wingate sandstone aquifers. 

The city of Moab does not use the Quaternary alluvial aquifer as a source of drinking water; its 
wells are 7.2 km (4.5 miles) from the Atlas site (L Johnson, Moab Public Utilities, personal 
communication with R. 0. Johnson, ORNL, September 12, 1994). The Quaternary alluvial aquifer 
is used primarily for irrigation of crops duriQg the growing season. The aquifer may also serve as a 
domestic water supply at locations where recharge from the Navajo and Wingate sandstones 
dilutes the concentration of total dissolved solids to acceptable levels. 

3.5 SURFACE WA1ER 

3.5.1 Surface Water Bodies, Hydrology, and Floodplains 

3.5.1.1 Water Bodies and Hydrology 

The Atlas tailings pile is located on an alluvial terrace and is about 230 m (750 ft) from the 
Colorado River at the northwest end of Moab-Spanish Valley. The river drains one of the most 
arid sections of the North Ametjcan cootinenl The rugged mountains, broad basins, and high 
plateaus in the Upper Colorado Basin (above Lees Ferry, Arizona) have been deeply entrenched 
and dissected (Price and Arnow 1974). Narrow intricate canyons have been carved in underlying 
rocks by the river and its tributaries. 

The Dolores and Green rivers empty into the Colorado River upstream and downstream, 
respectively, from Moab and the tailings pile. Tributaries near Moab include Courthouse Wash, 
Moab Wash, and Mill Creek (Figure 1.1-1). Moab Marsh (Scott M. Matheson Wetlands 
Preserve), a shallow wetland, and Mill Creek are located on the opposite side of the river from 
the pile. Moab Marsh may be evidence of regional subsidence (Harden et al 1985). 

The Atlas site is located on the outside of a meander bend of the Colorado River (Figure 21-1). 
A chute cutoff flows along the inside of the meander where Moab Marsh is located. Several small 
islands separate the main channel from the chute. Courthouse Wash empties into the river near 
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the upstream end of the chute on the same side of the river as the tailings pile, and across from 
Moab Marsh. · 

Upstream dams provide minimal control of the flow of the Colorado River near Moab. Several 
small diversionary dams are located on Colorado River tn"butaries, and a few are on the river's 
mainstem near the continental divide in north-Central Colorado. These upstream dams have · 
limited storage capacity. Glen Canyon Dam, which forms Lake Powell, is located 240 km 
(150 miles) downstream from Moab. 

The course of the Colorado River is b<:>unded by steep sandstone walls. Moab-Spanish Valley 
interrupts this geomorphology and provides an alternate water course. Resumption of the _ 
sandstone wall pccurs 3 km (2 mile8) downstream fr.om the tailings pile at a location known as the 
Port~. Here, the Colorado River receives the flow from Mill Creek and makes an acute bend as 
it enters the Portal. The Portal constricts· high Colorado River flows and influences the formation 
of backwater during floods (Mussetter and Harvey 1994). 

The Cisco, Utah, gaging station is located 1.6 km (1.mile) below the eonfluence of the Colorado 
and Dolores rivers, and. 50 km (31 miles) upstream from the Atlas site (NRC 1979). The drainage 
area above the gage is 62,400 km2 (24,100 miles2). The average discharge for 59 years of record 
(1911 to 1970) was 218.35 m3/s (7,711 cfs), while· maximum and minimum flows measured 
2,150 m3/s (76,000 cfs) and 15.8 m3/s (558 cfs), respectively. 

Courthouse Wash empties into the Colorado River 0.8 km (0.5 mile) upstream from the tailings 
pile, while Mo_ab Wash cuts across the site's northeast comer (NRC 1979). Courthouse Wash 
drains 264 km2 (102 miles2), has an average discharge of 0.06 m3/s (2.12 cfs), and prOduces peak 
flows reaching 348 m3/s (12,300 cfs). Courthouse and Moab washes. are ephemeral and are dry 
much of the year. Courthouse Wash sustains flows for longer durations than Moab Wash, which 
drains only 21 km2 (8 miles2). 

The Colorado River in the vicinity of Moab receives large quantities of sediment, which have 
contnbuted to the formation of Moab Marsh. Courthouse Wash and portions of the river above 
Cisco are underlain by siltstone, sandstone, and shale, which are soft and erodible (Hagen et al. 
1971 ). As a result, the Colorado River near Moab has a medium-to-high salinity hazard and a low
sodium hazard for agricultural irrigation (Sumsion 1971). Treated sewage· is discharged to the · 
Colorado River by the city of Moab (Sumsion 1971). 

Because the Atlas tailings pile is located on the outer side of a bend in the Colorado River, the 
possibility that the river channel could migrate towards the tailings pile was considered. Although 
no evidence of channel migration has been documented since the mill was constructed on the site, 
some evidence of a small amount of bank erosion between Moab Wash and the river intake site 
was observed by staff during site visits. Mussetter and Harvey (1994) have identified several 
speculative reasons why the potential for lateral river migration may be low: (1) bedrock outcrops 
upstream and downstream from the Atlas site control and limit the potential for river meandering; · 
(2) Moab Marsh absorbs hydraulic energy that would be direeted towards the pile and cause 
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erosion; and (3) the Portal limits flow velocities and concomitant erosion during floods. Clearly 
river channel migration would occur at a very slow rate such that mitigating measures could be 
taken if before the pile experienced erosion. The potential for bank erosion is discussed in the 
draft TER (NRC 1996). 

The. Plateau site on Klondike Flat is located near a ·surface water divide that diverts runoff 
towards the Colorado and Green rivers. Tenmile Wash flows southward from Klondike Flat to the 
Green River. Another wash (possibly altered by man to increase capacity) drains northward to 
Bartlett Wash, which enters Klondike Wash, which in tum discharges to Courthouse Wash, a 
direct Colorado River tn"butary (UNITAH 1994). Headwaters emanating from Klondike Flat drain 
small areas. These ephemeral arroyos are dry much of the year. The Plateau site lies in the 
Bartlett Wash watershed. · 

3.5.1.2 Floods and Floodplains 

The tailings pile is located on the 100-year floodplain of the Colorado River (FEMA 1981). On 
several occasions, flood waters have risen from 0.9 to 1.2 m (3 to 4 ft) above the base of the pile, 
which has an elevation of 1,209.4 m (3,968 ft). 

The U.S. Geological Survey estimated a 500-year flood discharge of 3,497 m3/s (123,500 cfs) at the 
upstream Colorado River gaging station near Cisco (Jacoby and Gonzales 1993). Using this 
di.Scharge, Muss'etter and Harvey (1994) calculated for the Atlas site a 500-year flood level of 
1,211.8 m (3,976 ft), which is 2.4 m (8 ft) above the base of the tailings pile. This. estimate of 
flood level did not account for surface water entering the Colorado River between Cisco and 
Moab. Therefore, the flOod level at Moab would be slightly higher than indicated above, and the 
water level would be slightly higher than 2.4 m (8 ft) above the base of the tailings pile. 

The NRC calculated a 8,495 m3/s (300,000 cfs) discharge applicable to the Moab site during the 
PMF (Jacoby and Gonzales 1993). The calculated PMF elevation was 1,218.2 m (3997 ft), which 
corresponds to a water depth above the toe of the pile of 8.8 m (29 ft) (Mussetter.and Harvey · 

. 1994). The PMF discharge developed for Moab Wash ranged from 455 to 1019 m3/s (16,069 to 
36,000 cfs) (Jacoby and Gonzales 1993). 

The headwaters originating on Klondike Flat where the Plateau site is located are ungaged. 
Calculations are not available to quantify extreme floodwater surface elevations, or evaluate the 
effects of extreme storms. · 

Apparently the largest flood of record along the upper Colorado River in Utah occurred in 1984 
and probably flooded part of Moab (Christensen et al. 1991). This flood had an estimated 
recurrence interval exceeding 100 years and was caused by snowmelt combined with rainfall. The 
five major Utah floods (considering all riven in the state) of record (1952, 1965, 1966, 1983, and 
1984) having recurrence intervals ranging from 25 to more than 50 years did not inundate Moab. 
Anecdotal evidence indicates that the 1984 flood rose approximately 1.2 m (4 ft) above the toe of 
the tailings pile. 
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3.5.1.3 Low FloWs 

Localized drought has affected at least one stream in Utah.every year since 1924 (Christensen et 
al. 1991). Extreme droughts occurred from 1930 to 1936, 1953 to 1965, and 1974 to 1978. Annual 
average Colorado River flows were reduced substantially during these droughts. The lowest 
recorded flow in the Moab area was 15.8 m3/s (558 cfs). · 

3.5.2 Surface Water Quality 

The principal surface water resource in the area, the Colorado River, lies 230 m (750 ft) from the 
eastern-most extent of the tailings pile (Figure 1.1-1). Moab ;Marsh (Scott M. Matheson Wetlands 
Preserve), a 354-ha (875-acre) wetland, lies in the floodplain on the east bank of the river 
southeast of the Atlas site. It is the only large floodplain wetland in the Colorado Plateau 
Province (S. Bellagamba, Moab N:ature Conservancy,_personal communication with -
G. K. Eddlemon, ORNL, July 18, 1994). The only other stream potentially under the influence of 
leachate and runoff from the pile is Moab Wash, which is an ephemeral tn"butary to the Colorado 
River and runs along the northeast toe of the pile. Bartlett Wash near the Plateau site is dry most 
of the year, and rio water quality data for the wash are available. 

Utah Administrative Code R-317-2-13 (Water Quality Standards) classifies the Colorado River 
and its tributaries as: 

lC Protected as a raw water source for domestic purposes with prior treatment processes as 
required by the Utah Department of Health; 

2B Protected for boating, water skiing, and similar uses, excluding swimming; 
3B Protected for warm water species of game fish and other warm water aquatic life, 

including the necessary aquatic organisms in their food chain; and 
4 Protected for agricultural uses including irrigation of crops and stock watering .. · 

The water quality of the Colorado River has declined over the years as man's activit~es in the 
basin have expanded. Dams and water diversion projects have greatly accelerated water 1oss 
through evaporation and consumption, resulting in higher salinities (i.e., total dissolved solids or 
TDS), altered temperature and flow regimes, and altered nutrient and suspended solids transport 
(Carlson and Muth 1989; Upper Colorado Region State-Federal Interagency Group 1971). 
Industrial development (in particular, mining and milling) and rapid urbanization have introduced 
wastewaters containing a variety of contaminants into the river, including suspended sediments, 
acid mine drainage, heavy metals, radionuclides; and organic wa8tes. Water quality has been 
monitored upstream and downstream of the tailings pile by the Utah Division of Water Quality 
and others for approximately the last 10 years. The monitoring results, which are discussed in 
more detail in Sect. 4.5.2, reveal a very turbid river of considerable hardness, high su8pended 
solids loading, fairly high salinity for a freshwater river (due to a large extent to high sulfate 
levels), and often wide fluctuations in the concentrations of all of these constituents. Upstream 
from the Atlas site, water quality standards for arsenic, copper, lead, mercury, and silver in the 
river have been exceeded. - -
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3.5.3 Surface Water Use 

The Colorado River Compact of 1922 established water allocations to the Upper and Lower 
Colorado Basins, which encompass seven states (Chrisman et al. 1976). The 1944 Treaty with 
Mexieo established a Colorado River water reserve that must cross the international boundary. 
Glen Ptnyon Dam defines the point of oompliance for water allocations between the Upper and 
Lower Colorado Basins. Numerous diversions occur for irrigation. Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona, 
as well as the Mexican border towns of Mexicali and Tijuana, obtain drinking water from the 
Colorado River. No discharge occurs into· the Gulf of California because the Colorado River is 
completely diverted by the United States and Mexico (EBI 1990). 

Surface water consumption from the Colorado River watershed is less than 1.1 m3/s [25 Mgd 
(39 cfs)] in Giand County, Utah (Pyper and Saunders 1990). This water is used almost exclusively 
for agricultural irrigation. Industry, mining, and thermoelectric power plant cooling account for 
less than 10% of. this cons:umption. 

Water from .the Colorado River was not cUverted for use in Moab-Spanish Valley prior to 1971, 
other than for the Atlas Moab Uranium Mill (Sumsion 1971). Domestic and public drinking water 
supplies are obtained from groundwater (see Sect. 3.4.3) and from streams and springs. In Utah, 
use of Colorado River water for purposes other than recreation is very limited. In Grand County 
downstream from Moab, water is withdrawn from the river for irrigation of about 40-60 ha 
(100-150 acres) of hay and small grains, and may be withdrawn at the Potash plant. No additional 
water withdrawals are believed to occur in Utah, including Canyonlands National Park and Lake 
Powell (D. Nelson, Grand County Agricultural. Extension Agent, Moab, Utah, personal 
communicatiOn with R L Kroodsma, ORNL, August 29, 1994; M. Page, Utah Division of Water 
Rights, Price, Utah, personal communication with R. L Kroodsma, ORNL, August 30, 1994; 
J. Keyes, San Juan County Agricultural Extension Agent, Monticello, Utah, personal 
communication with R L Kroodsma, ORNL, August 26, 1994; J. Rittenbuer, Glen Canyon 
National Recreation Area, Page, Arizona, personal communication with C.H. Petrich, ORNL, 
August 29, .1994). The river in the vicinity of Moab is used for swimming, rafting, boating, and 
fishing as well as other forms of recreation, and is a recognized scenic waterway. 

3.6ECOLOGY 

3.6.1 Aquatic Ecology 

Aquatic species of the Colorado River in the vicinity of the Moab site, as elsewhere in the river, 
have had to adapt to physical and chemical conditions that naturally fluctuate widely seasonally 
and even daily. These variable conditions include river flow, bottom scouring by sand and silt, 
temperature, sediment loading, chemical composition, and salinity. Heavy sediment loading, swift 
currents, and scouring of the sand and silt bottom impose severe limits on algal, invertebrate, and 
fish diversity in the main channel. Chironomids and oligochaetes probably dominate the benthic 
community of the m~ channel. Backwater areas, such as the wetland formed by a more or less 
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permanent inundation of the. floodplain just downstream and across the river from the tailings 
pile, probably support a much more diverse and more productive benthos. Similarly, rooted 
macrophytes, along with algae and zoc>plankton, flourish in the backwaters, but are almost non
existent in the main channel The backwaters and fuundated floodplains often serve as important 
nurseries and forage suppliers for fish, including the endangered Colorado squawfish (Valdez and 
Wick 1983). FJSh species known or believed to reside in or pass through this reach of the river are 
listed in Table 3.6-1. A state sensitive mammai the river otter, is also known to reside along the 
river here. · 

Because of the human activities noted in Sects. 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, many components of· the upper 
Colorado River ecosystem (including the reach .near the tailings site) have exJ?erienced dramatic 
changes over the last several decades. An additional important foree for change has been the 
sometimes accidental, but often deliberate, introduction of non~native species into the river, 
including the carp, channel catfish, various minnow species, largemouth bass, and in the adjoining 
floodplains, tamarisk (Tamarix sp.), a shrub-like tree also known as salt cedar. These 
introductions, in concert with the phy8ical and chemical alterations of the river, have significantly 
compromised growth aµd reproduction of .severat native species. Non-natives such as the channel 
catfish provide most of the take by fishermen. As reflected by the listing of species in Table 3.6-1, 
at least as many exotic species as native· species of fish are now established in the Colorado River. 
Several fish species have been classified as endangered ·under the Endangered Species Act by the 
U.S. FJSh and Wildlife Service. Threatened and endangered species are addressed in more detail 
in Sects. 3.6.4 and 4.6.4. No aquatic habitat is present at the Plateau site. 

3.6.2 Terrestrial F.cology 

3.6.21 Vegetation 

Vegetation types at the Moab site include marsh on the Moab side of the river (Sect. 3.6.3), 
riparian woodland, grassland, and shadscale (saltbush). Riparian woodland at the site comprises a 
thick growth of tamarisk, an introduced species that has taken over land adjoining the river. 
Woodland dominated by native tree species such as black willow and cottonwood is present in the 
large (-875 acres) marsh and swamp known as Moab Marsh or the Scott M. Matheson Wetlands 
Preserve that is managed by the Nature Conservancy on the Moab side of the river. Other plants 
in the marsh include tamarisk, sedges, bulrush, and cattail (S. Bellagamba, Moab Nature 
Conservancy, personal commuriication with G. K. Eddlemon, ORNL, July 18, 1994). Although 
blackbrush has been recognized as the potential natural vegetation of valley bottoms in the 
region, it appears to be absent at the Moab site. Grassland and the shadscale community are the 
most extensive vegetation types at the site. (Eyre 1980, West 1988) 

The Plateau site appears to be completely occupied by the shadscale community, which is 
extensive in this region of the Colorado Plateau. The vegetative cover on the site is somewhat 
sparse (e.g., 50% cover) with much bare soil, reflecting the low rainfall in this region and probably 
grazing by cattle. On Round Mountain in the Castle Valley area where rock riprap may be 
obtained for tailings reclamation the vegetation includes juniper, sagebrush, mormon tea, and 
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floodplain and provide some habitat for birds and small mammals. No big game animals are likely 
to frequent the site, although desert bighc:>m sheep have been reintroduced in Arches National 
Park and may thus occur in the vicinity of the site. The tall cliffs mostly surrounding Moab Valley 
limit the movement of big game animals. The only big game animal frequently reported near the 
Atlas site is the mule deer. The site vicinity provides habitat for many species of smaller mammals, 
such as striped skunk, desert cottontail, jackrabbit, and rock squirrel Muskrat and beaver occur in 
Moab Marsh. Also, many species of birds .occur in Moab Valley, although relatively few species 
ne8t on the Atlas site. Over 150 species of birds have been observed at Moab Marsh which is also 
frequented by muskrat, beaver. A great blue heron rookery is present in the lower end of the 
marsh (The Nature Conservancy undated). The northern leopard frog, a species listed as sensitive 
by the state of Utah, also occurs iri the marsh. Several raptor species occur in the area, including 
the turkey vulture, ferruginous hawk, red-tailed hawk, golden eagle, and the endangered peregrine 
falcon (see Section 3.6.4). 

I 

Because the Plateau site vicinity consists of essentially only one habitat type, the shadscale type, 
fewer wildlife species occur here than in Moab Valley. Also, population densities are relatively 
low because of the low productivity of the vegetation and a history of grazing. Pronghorn may 
occasionally occur at the site. Small animals include the prairie dog, short-homed lizard, raven, 
and homed lark. The raptors mentioned above also occur in the area. 

3.6.3 Wetlands 

Wetlands in the vicinity of the Atlas Moab site include Moab Marsh (Scott M. Matheson 
Wetlands Preserve) and portions of the river banks and floodplain adjacent to the Colorado 
RiVer. Moab Marsh is the most extensive, eovering about 354 ha (875 acres), and is the only 
major wetland along the river~ the entire Colorado Plateau Province (Nature Conservancy 
undated). It is a palustrine wetland including persistent emergent wetland (e.g., wet meadow), 
scrub-shrub wetland, and forested wetland (Cowardin et al. 1979). Palustrine wetland also 
occupies part of the floodplain at the Atlas site, where dense stands of tamarisk form a scrub
shrub wetland. The Colorado River and its banks are riverine wetland, which includes 
nonpersistent emergent wetland, aquatic bed, unconsolidated shore, and unconsolidated bottom 
(Cowardin et al. 1979). Biota found in the wetlands are discussed in Sects. 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. No 
National Wetland Inventory maps are available for the Moab area (J. Zoschenko, U.S. Geological 
Survey, Denver, Colorado, personal communication with F. M. Glenn, ORNL, September 14, 
1994), and no survey of wetlands has been conducted on the Atlas property. The Colorado River 
floodplain that is predominantly covered by dense growths of tamarisk is a wetland area. 

3.6.4 Threatened and Endangered Species 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) was contacted for information on threatened and 
endangered species. In a letter dated November 2, 1994 (Appendix E), the FWS identified the 
following species that may occur in the vicinity of the proposed project areas: 
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American peregrine falcon 
Humpback chub 
Bonytail chub 
Colorado squawtish 
Razorback sucker 
Jones cycladenia 

Fako peregrilius 
Gila cypha 
Gila elegans 
Ptychocheilus lucius 
Xyrauchen texanus 
Cycladenia humilis v. jonesii 

In May 1995, the FWS identified the southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus) 
as potentially occurring in the project area (S. Linner, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Salt Lake 
City, Utah, personal communication with G. K. Eddlemon, ORNL, May 19, 1995). The Biological 
Assessment in Appendix F contains additional information on the Federally listed threatened and 
endangered species that the FWS has identified. 

3.6.4.1 Aquatic Species 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has classified four species of fish native to the upper 
Colorado River as endangered: the razorback sucker, Colorado squawtish, humpback chub, and 
bonytail chub (Table 3.6-1) (Williams 1994). Moreover, the FWS has declared virtually the entire 
river mainstem and associated floodplains to be critical habitat, which provides those physical or 
biological features essential to the conservation of the species, and which may require special 
management considerations or protection (59 FR 13374-13400). This critical habitat includes the 
floodplains and river reach in the Moab area. The endangered status of these four species stems 
primarily from cumulative effects of dams, water diversions, pollutants, and introduced species. 

The Colorado squawtish, the largest member of the minnow family native to North America, 
occurs in the river reach adjacent to the tailings pile and uses the backwater areas of Moab Marsh 
(Scott M. Matheson Wetlands Preserve) as important nursery habitat (W. Bates, Utah 
Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Wildlife Resources, personal communication 
with G. K. Eddlemon, ORNL, July 25, 1994). Young &quawtish prey on small invertebrates in side 
channels and backwater area, whereas adults prey on other fish in virtually any part of the river 
(Behnke and Benson 1980). Both squawfish and razorback sucker are known to spawn in early or 
mid-summer about 3 km (1.9 miles) upstream of the tailings pile. Razorback suckers are known to 
spawn over gravel bars and probably also spawn in backwaters .. When not spawning, these suckers 
may be found almost anywhere in the river, including slow runs in the main channel, inundated 
floodplains apd tnbutaries (such as Moab Wash), eddies and backwaters, sandy bottom riffies, and 
gravel pits (59 FR 13374-13400). They feed primarily on benthic invertebrates and organic debris, 
but alsQ on zooplankton (Behnke and Benson 1980). During the rare periods of inundation, lower 
Moab Wash and the riparian woodland near the toe of the pile could possibly provide important 
habitat for squawfish and razorback suckers (W. Bates, l1tah Department of Environmental 
Quality, Division of Wildlife Resources, personal communication with G. K. Eddlemon, ORNL, 
July 25, 1994). 

Much like the Colorado squawfish and razorback sucker, the bonytail chub uses main-stem river 
channels as well as inundated riparian areas. Potential habitat for the bonytail chub also exists in 
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the reach of the river near the pile, but the actual presence of this rarest of all fishes native to 
the Colorado Basin has not been confirmed. The humpback chub prefers deep canyon swift water 
and rapids and is therefore thought not to venture much upstream of Cataract Canyon below the 
confluence of tJie Green and ~lorado Rivers (many kilometers below the tailings pile) . 
(W. Bates, Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Wildlife Resources, personal 
communication with G. K. Eddlemon, dRNL, July 25, 1994; 59 FR 13374-13400). 

3.6.4.2 Terrestrial Species 

Peregrine falcons nest in the Moab region (Williams 1994) and occasionally hunt for prey in 
Moab Marsh (The Scott M. Matheson Wetlands Preserve, unda.ted leaflet, The Nature · 
Conservancy, Salt Lake· City, Utah).· The peregrine falcon is currently listed as an endangered 
species in this area, but it is currently being considered for delisting by the FWS (95 FR 16076, 
June 29, 1995). Although a peregrine aerie is known to have been present within 0.62 km 
(1 mile) of the Atlas site, recent ii)fortnation indicates that the birds may have moved further 
down river (J. Cresto, Bureau of Land Management, Moab, Utah, personal communication with. 
R. M. Reed, ORNL, July 12, 1995). PeregrlDes also regularly nest within 1.2 Km (2 miles) of the 
site in Arches National Park and along the Colorado River. Peregrine falcons may prey on birds 
present in Moab Marsh. No area near the Plateau site is ~own to be particularly important to 
the peregrine. 

The southwestern willow flycatcher, an endangered species, is known to occur in Canyonlands 
National Park. This species is dependent on riparian habitat consisting of willows and 
cottonwoods, though it is known to utilize tamarisk vegetation. No surveys have been done for 
this species at. the Atlas site, but suitable habitat is present in Moab Marsh, and it is possible that 
the species could use tamarisk plant communities on the Colorado floodplain on the Atlas 
property. 

The Jones cycladenia, a plant species listed by the FWS as threatened, is known to occur in 
Castle Valley (Williams 1994), on BLM land and from two other areas in Utah (51FR16526-29, 
May 5, 1986). In addition, there is an historic record of this species occurring in the Pipe Spring 
area of Mohave County, Arizona, and Kane County, Utah. The Castle Valley populations are 
found in mixed desert shnib and pinyon-juniper plant communities at elevations of 1500-1700 m 
(5000-5600 ft) on sparsely vegetated hills derived from arkosic sandstone of the Permian Cutler 
Fomiation. Two populations of about 1000 individuals each have been found on Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) land in Castle Valley (51FR16526-29). No surveys for this plant have been 
conducted in areas where the riprap barrow areas have been proposed because the specific 
locations of these sites have not yet been determined. 

Two plant species that occur in the Moab region are candidates for being considered for listing as 
threatened or endangered. However, they have not yet been proposed for listing and are 
therefore not yet protected under the Endangered Species Act. These species are Astragalus 
sabulosus, which occurs in a variety of habitats in the region, and Oreoxis trotteri, which is endemic 
to the vicinity of Courthouse Rock in Grand County (Peterson 1994). 
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APPENDIXD 

RESULTS OF TIIE SCOPING PR~ 

D.t IN'IRODUCilON 

The environmental impact statement (EIS) for reclamation of the Atlas tailings pile is being 
prepared in compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and the 
implementing regulations promulgated by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). The 
scoping process for the EIS was l)eld in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51, which contains the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements for implementing the CEQ regulations. A 
public scoping meeting was held at Starr Hall in Moab, Utah, on April 14, 1994. About 43 people 
(not including people who represented government agencies) attended the meeting, and 8 persons 
gave oral comments. The NRC ·also invited the public and interested agencies, organizations, and 
individuals to submit their written suggestions and comments by May 13, 1994, for consideration 
in the EIS process. · 

The scoping process provided an opportunity for public participation in identifying the concerns 
and· issues that should be included in the EIS. The primary objectives of the scoping process for 
the EIS include the following, as required by NRC regulations [10 CFR 5129 (a) (1-8)]: 

• define the proposed action to be the subject of the EIS, 
• determine the scope of the EIS and the significant issues to be analyzed in depth, and 
• identify and eliminate from detailed study issues which are. not significant or which are 

peripheral or which have been covered by prior environmental review. 

All comments and suggestions received dµring the scoping meeting, as well as those submitted to 
the NRC during the scoping period, were considered. Oral comments at the scoping meeting were 
transcnbed by a certified court reporter, and the meeting transcript was supplemented by 
materials submitted by the speakers. Comments in the transcript and all written material received 
were reviewed. Comments were then consolidated and categorized by topic areas. 

The draft EIS (DEIS) considers relevant enviroiµnental issues raised during the scoping process 
and will be made available for public comment. The comment period for the PEIS will provide an 
additional opportunity for interested agencies, organizations, and individuals to provide input into 
the NRC's environmental review process. Comments received on the DEIS will be considered in 
the preparation of the Final EIS (FEIS). 

In consideration of the seoping comments, this DEIS assesses and compares in detail the potential 
impacts of (1) tailings reclamation at the Atlas site near Moab, and (2) tailings transport by rail 
and reclamation at the plateau site near the Redtail Airport northwest of Mo~b. In addition, the 
potential impacts of a hypothetical failure of the tailings pile, with a fraction of the tailings 
entering the Colorado River, is also discussed in.the DEIS. Other alternate sites for tailings 
disposal and alternate tailings transport modes are briefly discussed. 
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A summary of the scoping comments received from the public and government agencies is 
provided below. · 

D.2 TAILINGS CONTENT, RECLAMATION, AND EFFLUENTS 

Several comments stated that reclamation in place is not consistent with NRC policy and prior 
NRC actions involving tailings reclamation, and offered the opinion that NRC should abide by its 
current policy and not make exceptions for Atlas. Some commenters mentioned specific aspects of 
the reclamation plan that they· felt violated NRC policy, such as slopes being too steep, location 
on a floodplain, and location near a populated area. Several commenters were concerned that 
reclamation measures were not adequate and wanted a thicker clay cap, greater riprap protection, 
a membrane liner, more conservative estimates of tailings moisture content for modeling 
long-term radon attenuation, design for a 4.5-Richter earthquake, and a more conservative 
erosion protection plan. 

Other commenters wanted a better description of tailings cpntent (i.e., chemical and physical 
composition); integration of air and water protection; •overdesign• for maximum protection; 
appropriately coordinated timing of cover placement with the completion of dewatering and 
groundwater corrective actions; and a. reevaluation of the modeling used to determine riprap 
requirements for flood protection. Other concerns included the flushing of the tailings base by 
annual flooding of the Colorado River, the permeability of the tailings base, possible tailings pile 
instability caused by riprap weight on the slimes and alluvial floodplain soils, responsibility for 
reclamation if Atlas were to gq bankrupt, and that getting rock from the La Sal Mountains may 
not be feasible due to snow, road load limits, and tourist traffic. Commenters were concerned 
about the release of selenium, radon emissions, lead, and other toxic trace elements. 

D3. ALTERNATIVES, IMPACT .AS.SF.SSMENT, AND EIS CONTENT 

Commenters wanted disposal at an alternate site and the safest, most environmentally sensitive 
means of tailings disposal consistent with NRC policy. A repi:esentative of the state of Utah stated 
that reclamation in place and disposal at the airport site should be the primary alternatives, and 
that the box canyon site should be excluded. Commenters also wanted a comprehensive technical 
analysis and cost and risk comparisons of alternatives and mentioned many factors of concern that 
should be included in the comparison. They favored transport of tailings by rail. Commenters 
emphasized that the comparison of alternatives should use up-to-date information, particularly 
with regard to costs. A representative of the EPA stated that the extra time required to reclaim 
the tailings at an alternate site would not be inconsistent with the NRC memorandum of 
understanding with EPA 

Commenters stated that the EIS should assess the long-term risk of exposure pathways, provide 
adequate up-to-date data to support analyses, include new information from studies that should be 
conducted (e.g., studies of effects on groundwater and surface water and toxin levels in fish), 
consider cumulative impacts, quantify impacts to the extent feasible, list required permits, and 
provide enough information from·referenced documents to allow the reader to understand how 
conclusions were reached. 
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D.8 FLOODPl.AINS AND WETLANDS 

Concerns included the effects of contamination on nearby wetlands, suspension of the Atlas 
license until a floodplain/wetlands assessment is prepared, and compliance with the National 
Flood Insurance Program and Oean Water Act. 

D.9 SURFACE' WATER QUALITY 

Degradation of water quality in the Colorado River was the primary concern of commenters. 
Concerns mentioned included incremental degradation of water quality, cumulative effects, 
accumulation of oontaminants in river bottom sediments and aquatic biota, and effects on Lake 
Powell. Studies of contamination rate8 and contaminant levels were suggested. 

D.10 GROUNDWATER 

Studies of regional and local groundwater flow were suggested, including a study of whether the 
Colorado River is a discharge area for bedrock aquifers. Commenters objected to establishing 
alternate concentration limits. to allow higher levels of contamination. Commenters want the EIS 
to consider leaching of contaminants into groundwater, •pumping" of contaminants from the 
tailings pile by annual rise of groundwater levels during river flooding, flow of contaminants along 
the Moab Fault, and the possibility that the clay cap may increase the radon contamination of 
groundwater~ Commenters recommended that the groundwater monitoring program be increased 
and that a groundwater cleanup plan be submitted to the state of Utah. 

D.11 WATER USE 

Commenters pointed out the importance of recreational, agricultural, and domestic uses of 
Colorado River water downstream of Moab. They felt the EIS should consider the effect of a 
tailings pile washout into the River. 

D.12 AQUATIC AND TERRESTRIAL BIOTA AND 1BREATENED AND ENDANGERED 
SPECIES 

Commenters felt the EIS should consider the risks of contamination of the aquatic and terrestrial 
food chain, bioaccumulation of contaminants, impacts on productivity in the river and Lake 
Powell, the risks of a tailings impoundment failure, and effects on fish and wildlife (including 
·threatened and endangered species) eating contaminated food. Impacts could violate the 
•takings• provisions of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and result in criminal prosecution. Routine 
monitoring of fish and studies to determine baseline contaminant levels in aquatic biota and the 
cause of dead vegetation at the tailings pile were recommended. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS) stated that, for the proposed action and any use of water from the river, formal 
consultation under the Endangered Species Act is necessary for threatened and endangered fish, 
the peregrine falcon, and the bald eagle. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

In Reply Refer To 

(ES) 

Roger L. Kroodsma 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
P.O. Box 2008 
Bldg. 1505, Mail Stop 6038 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 

Dear Mr. Kroodsma: 

UTAH FIELD omcE 
LINCOLN PLAZA 

145 EAST 1300 SOUTII, SUITE 404 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84llS 

November 2, 1994 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has reviewed your letter, received September 
15, 1994, regarding the preparation of an environmental impact statement (EIS) for the 
reclamation of the Atlas Corporation uranium mill tailings at Moab, Grand County, Utah. 

The Service advises that the following listed threatened or endangered species may occur in 
the vicinity of the potential project areas: 

American peregrine falcon 
Humpback chub 
Bonytail chub 
Colorado squawfish 
R.azorback sucker 
Jones cycladenia 

Falco peregrinus 
Gila cypha 
Gila elegans 
Ptvchocheilus lucius 
Xyrauchen texanus 
Cycladenia humilis v. ionesii 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, as the federal agency permitting this project, should 
evaluate the proposed activities to determine whether or not any action would affect any 

. listed species or their designated critical habitat. Since this project is a major federal 
construction activity, requiring preparation of an EIS, you must prepare a B.iological 
Assessment for submittal to the Service. If a determination of "may affect" is made for any 
listed species or critical habitat, you must request in writing formal consultation from the 
Assistant Field Supervisor, at the address given above. At that time you should provide this 
office a copy of the Biological Assessment and· any other relevant information that assisted 
you in reaching your conclusion. 

The peregrine falcon nests in the Moab area. No construction activities are allowed within 
one mile of an active aerie during the breeding season (February 15 - July 31). Local land 
managing agencies such as the Bureau of Land Management, National Park Service, and 
State Parks can determine if proposed project activities fall within this zone. 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Mr. Robert D. Williams 
State Supervisor 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
U~S. Department of Interior 
145 E 1300 S #404 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

November 1, 1995 

Salt lake City, Utah 84115-5400 

SUBJECT: BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT RELATED TO THE PROPOSED RECLAMATION OF THE 
ATLAS HILL TAILINGS SITE IN MOAB, UTAH 

Dear Mr. Williams: 

Enclosed is the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Biological Assessment 
related to the proposed reclamation of the Atlas Corporation's (Atlas') mill 
tailings site in Moab, Utah. We conclude that the proposed action is unlikely 
to adversely affect endangered or threatened species at the population level. 
However, there is not enough data to conclude that individual Colorado 
squawfish and razorback suckers, which might be present in the mixing zone 
adjacent to the tailings site and at downstream deposition areas, will not be 
affected. We therefore request formal consultation from the Fish and Wildlife 
Service under the Endangered Species Act. 

Atlas holds NRC license SUA-917 for its uranium mill in Moab, Utah. The mill 
is inoperative and Atlas is required to reclaim the site and the mill tailing~ 
in .accordance with regulations in 10 CFR Part 40. Atlas' proposed reclamation 
is currently undergoing review by NRC. In addition, NRC is preparing an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) related to this proposed action. We plan 
to include the Biological Assessment, which was prepared for NRC by Oak Ridge . 
National laboratory, as an appendix to the EIS. We understand that under the 
formal consultation process, you will prepare a biological opinion within 90 
days. · 

If you have any questions, please contact the NRC project manager for this 
action, Dr. Myron Fliegel, at (301) 415-6629. 

Enclosure: As stated 

\cc: R. Reed, ORNL 

Sincerely, 

~_klcb/----.L 
Joseph J. Holonich, Chief 
High-Level Waste and Uranium 

Recovery Projects Branch 
Division of Waste Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 

and Safeguards 
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FWS/R6 
CO/KS/NE/UT 
6-UT-97-F-003 

Joseph J .. Holonich. Chief 
Uranium Recovery Branch 
Division of Waste Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguard 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co1T1T1ission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 

Dear Mr. Holonich: 

fJUL 2 9 \996 

In accordance wi.th section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973. as amended 
(16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) <Act). and the lnteragency Cooperation Regulations 
(50 CFR 402). this transmits the Fish and Wildlife Service's final biological 
opi~ion for impacts to federally listed endangered species from the proposed 
reclamation of the Atlas Mill Tailings Site in Moab, Utah. The Reclamation . 
Plan includes the capping of the mill tailings and the relocation of Moab 
Wash. Interrelated to and an indirect effect of the Reclamation Plan is a 
groundwater corrective action plan. This opinion is·provided to you as the · 
lead Federal Agency regarding section 7 consultation for this project. Copies 
of this opinion should be provided to the applicant because the Service has 

. incorporated reasonabl~ and prudent alternatives that should be included as 
conditions of any permits issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Conmission for this 
project. · · 

This biological·opinion is based on information provided in: the biological 
assessment: supplemental. biological assessment: draft environmental impact 
statement: preliminary final environmental impact statement: supplemental 
information provided by Atlas Corporation. the Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission. 
and other public information sources: various reports detailing the results of 
sampling conducted for contaminant analyses of the tailings pile and the 
Colorado River adjacent to the pile including the most recent reports provided 
to the Service on January 9, January 23, and February 5 from Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory in Grand Junction. Colorado. and Atlas Corporation.· 
Additional data was taken from information on file with the Service. A 
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·Joseph J. Holonich. Chief 

On Ma.rch 27. 1997. the Service received a letter from Atlas Corporation 
providing some additional information which had been requested concerning 
water depletions from the Colorado River and proposed actions for the Ground 
Water Corrective Action Plan. 

13 

On June 26. 1997. the Service released its Draft Jeopardy Biological Opinion 
for the proposed reclamation of the Atlas mill tailings site in Moab. Utah. · 
Comnents on the Draft Biological Opinion were receiv~d from the Nuclear 
Regulatory Corrmission. dated.August 12. 1997. and Atlas Corporation and their 

· consultants. dated August 6. ·1997.. · 

On September 9. 1997 .. Service staff participated in a meeting arranged by the 
Grand Canyon Trust. with staff from Oak Ridge National Laboratory/Grand 
Junction. the National Park Service. the State of Utah (by phone). and Grand 
Canyon Trust. to discuss the potential effects of contaminated groundwater 
discharge to the Colorado River from the Atlas pile. The Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory/Grand Junction was assigned the task of developing a sampling 
scheme to more accurately delineate the content and width of the contaminant 
plume: A letter proposal was distributed September 19. 1997 . 

Given the differing opinions concerning the Service's Draft Jeopardy. 
Biological Opinion and its significant impacts. the entire matter was elevated 
to the Council of Environmental Quality and the Office of the Secretary bf 
Interior. -The· Council of Environment~l Quality approved the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory/Grand Junction study proposal . 

On October 23. 1997, a meeting was held in the Service's Denver office to 
address the statµs of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory/Grand Junction study 
proposal and refine the work plan. Participants included the Service. Oak 

·Ridge National Laboratory/Grand Junction~ Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission. Atlas 
Corporation. and Atlas's consultants. Harding-Lawson Associates. At ·the 
meeting Oak Ridge National Laboratory/Grand Junction agreed to perform the , 
work and provide a report 60 days following the awarding of funds. 
Subsequently, Atlas Corporation. the Nuclear Regulatory Conmission. and the 
Service agreed that _following receipt of the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory/Grand Junction report. the Servic~! would issue a revised draft 
biological opinion within 30 days. that ·;;he Nuclear .Regulatc;>ry Corrmission and 
Atlas Corporation would then have 10 days to review the revised draft 
biological opinion and get conrnents to the Service, and that the Service would 
then have _an additional 30 days· to finalize the biological opinion. · 

On November 10. 1997. Oak Ridge National Laboratory/Grand Junction began work 
on the approved study.and on January 9. 1998. submitted the .final report to 
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On April 14. 1998. the Service issued a Revised Draft Biological Opinion. 
Numerous corrments were received on the Revised Draft Biological Opinion from 
the Nuclear Regulatory COITITiission and Atlas Corporation. Th~se corrments · 
facilitated a meeting that was held between the Nuclear Regulatory Conmission. · 
the Service. and Atlas Corporation on May 21 and 22. 1998. In this meeting 
and several subsequent conference calls, all parties agreed that upon receipt. 
of a letter from Atlas Corporation identifying several specific time frames 
for completion of proposed actions. the Service would.issue a·final biological 
opinion within 30 days. The Service received said letter on May 29. 1998 .. 

On June 3.0. 1998. the parties agreed to an additional extension. The Service 
agreed to complete and transmit a draft final biological opinion to the 
Nuclear Regulatory Colll11ission and Atlas Corporation by July 10. 1998. and the 
final biological opinion by July 20. 1998. This agreement was stated in 
letters sent by the Nuclear Regulatory Corrmission and Atlas Corporation and. 
received by the Service on June 30. 1998. On July 9. 1998, the Service 
completed and transmitted the draft final biological opinion. 

In a conference call on July 16. 1998. the parties agreed to extend the date 
of issuance of the final biological opinion to July 24. 1998. Letters from 
Atlas and the Nuclear Regulatory Colll11ission agreeing to the extension were 
received by the Service on July 20. 1998. 

In planning and discussing the Oak Ridge National Laboratory/Grand Juncti~n 
studies and in preparation of this final biological opinion. numerous phone 
calls. conference calls. E-mail messages and facsimiles were effected between 
the interested parties. 

BIOLOGICAL OPINION 

This final bi o 1 ogi ca 1 opinion is based on t.he best sci ent i fi c and coomerci a 1 
data available. While there is variability in some of the available 
information. the Service has evaluated all available information concerning 
the baseline. background (current) effects of the tailings pile on endangered 
species and the possible and probable future impacts to the species with the 
proposed action as well as other reclamation alternatives. After reviewing 
the current status of the razorback sucker. :olorado squawfish. humpback chub. 
bonytail chub. and southwestern willow flycatcher. the environmental baseline 
for the action area. the effects of the proposed action. and cumulative 
effects. it is the Service's biological opinion that the project as proposed. 
capping of the pile in place. will jeopardize the continued existence of 
razorback sucker and Colorado squawfish due to the continued leaching of 
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SER~~!~ LEGAL 
DEFENSE FUND, INC. 
Tht Lizw Firm for tht Environmental Movement 

1631 Glenarm Place, Suite 300, Denver, CO 80202 

October 12, 1998 

File: 812 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS AND FACSIMILE 

U.S. NucJear ReguJatory Commission 
Office of the Chairman 
One Wlllte Flint North Building 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, :MD 20852-2738 

Honorable Bruce Babbitt 
Secretary of the Interior 
18th & C Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

To 'Whom It May Concern: 

(On August 1, 1997, we u'lll officially 
bewme Earlbjustlce Legal Defense Fund!) 

This is a notice of intent to sue under the Endangered Species Act ("BSA"}, 16 U.S.C. 
§ 1540(g)(2). By this letter, the Grand Canyon Trust and the other parties listed below provide 

_notice that the Nuc]ear ReguJatory Commission (''NRC" or "Commission") is in violation of the 
Endangered Species Act ("ESA") by allowing massive toxic water polJution from the Atlas Mill 
Tailings Site near Moab, Utah: 1) to jeopardize the continued existence of the endangered 
CoJorado squawfish and razorback sucker; 2) to modify designated critical habitat of both 
species; and 3) to kill and directly harm individual members of these endangered species. 

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

. · - - Atlas Corporation has received a Materials License. from the Commission to operate a 

.EC' D BY SEfilanium milJ tai1ings impoundment about 2 miles northwest of Moab, Utah on the west bank of 
- the Colorado River. The tailings impoundment site is located in the Colorado River floodplain 

5 OCT 93 _ua!}qiut 750 feet from the banks of the river, and massive amounts of toxic pollutants, including 
ammonia, are leaching from the pile into the Colorado River. A toxic plume of ammonia and 
other pollutants extends more than one mile downstream and reaches some 40 feet into the 
CoJorado River channel. The levels of ammonia in the Colorado River within this plume 
substantially exceed the water quality standards intended to protect fish and wildlife from acute 

Bou:man, Montana Honolulu, Hawaii Juneau, Alaska New Orleans, Louisiana San Francisco, California 
Seattle, Washington Tallahassee, Florida - Washington, D.C. 

a member of Earth Share. 

\ 
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and long-tenn effects. The Atlas site is causing alpha radiation levels in the Colorado River in 
the vicinity of the site to exceed state standards by a factor of three, and leaching aluminum, 
arsenic, boron, barium, cadmium, copper, iron and magnesium into the river. Many ofthese 
contaminants have been found in higher concentrations in fish collected downstream of the pile. 

The squawfish and razorback sucker were once abundant throughout warm water reaches 
of the entire Colorado River Basin. The squawfisb evolved as the main predator of the Colorado 
River system, growing as large as 6 feet in length and weighing nearly 100 pounds. It currently 
occupies only 25% of its native range and survives only in the Upper Basin above Glen Canyon 
Dam. The razorback sucker, once so numerous that it was commercially marketed, is now in 
danger of extirpation in the wild. 

The Colorado River at the Atlas site is designated critical habitat for both the Colorado 
squawfish and the razorback sucker, and in particular constitutes the most important rearing area 
in the Colorado River for young-of-the-year Colorado squawfisb. According to the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service ("FWS" or "Service"), the massive water pollution caused by the Atlas site 
jeopardizes the survival of both species, and has adversely modified designated critical habitat. 
The Service has determined that pollution at the site harms these species by directly killing 
young fish carried with the river cu:r:rent t_hrough the pollution, by forcing 0th.er fish to move to 
escape the pollution, and potentially by causing long-tenn impacts from bioaccumulation of 
toxics. 

On July 29, 1998, the Service issued a Biological Opinion ("July 1998 BO") resulting 
from consultation with the Commission on a proposed remediation plan for the Atlas site. That 
BO concluded that the existing pollution from the Atlas site jeopardizes the squawfish and the 
razorback 'sucker, and found that the proposed reclamation plan, which ~ould simply cap the pile . 
and leave it in the Colorado River floodplain, will continue to jeopardize the fish. As a result, 
the BO requires the development of a groundwater corrective action plan that would reduce 
discharges to a level meeting state water quality standards ov~r a 10-year period. No such plan 
has been proposed, however, and it is not known whether such a plan is even technically 
achievable. The BO also concluded that continued harm to individual fish would be allowed 
during the implementation of the groundwater remediation plan. No biological or other scientific 
infonnation was included to substantiate the Service's apparent finding that the species could 
survive this additional injury, 

II. FAIL URE TO PREVENT JEOPARDY TO ENDANGERED SPECIES 

Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA requires that "[e]ach federal agency shall ... insure that any 
action authorized, funded, or carried out by such agency (hereinafter in this section referred to as 
an 'agency action') is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species· 
or threatened species .•. " 16 U.S. C. § 1536(a)(2) (emphasis supplied). Similarly, each agency 

--------------------------------·- ·--
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is supposed to insure that any such action is not likely to result in the ''destruction or adverse 
modification of habitat of such species which is determined by the Secretary ... to be critical." 
Id. In fulfilling these requirements~ the ESA directs federal agencies to ''use the best scientific 
and commercial data available." Ig. 

The NRC's issuance and administration of a Materials License to the Atlas Corporation is 
a federal action subject to the mandates of the ESA. In authorizing storage of uranium and its 
byproducts at the Atlas site, the NRC must insure that the license does not cause jeopardy to the 
Colorado squawfish and razorback sucker and does not destroy or adversely modify designated 
critical habitat. The duty to prevent jeopardy to listed species and adverse modification of critical 
habit is an independent statutory duty of the NRC, and that duty is not satisfied by reliance on the 
Service's July 1998 BO and the unsupported reasonable and prudent alternative described 
therein. · 

The Commission is in violation of these statutory requirements in the ad.ministration of 
the material License issued to the Atlas Corporation. As the Fish and Wildlife Service 
specifically documented in its July 1998 BO, massive water pollution from the Atlas site is 
resulting in both jeopardy and adverse modification of critical habitat, and the NRC is therefore 
in violation of its duties under 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2). The Commission has also violated its 
independent duty under section 7(a)(2) to use the best scientific and commercial data available to 
insure that its actions are not likely to jeopardize listed species. 

ill. TAKE OF ENDANGERED SPECIES 

Section 9(a)(l)(B) of the ESA provides that "it is unlawful for any person subject to the 
jurisdiction of the United States to take any such species within the United States." 16 U.S.C. 
§ 1538(a)(l)(B). "Take" means ''to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, 
or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct." 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19). "Harm" has 
been further defined as "significant habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or 
injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, 
feeding, or sheltering." 50 C.F.R. § 17.3. This general prohibition against taking individual . 
members of a listed species may be excused only by an incidental take statement issued with a 
valid biological opinion, 16 U.S.C. § 1539. 

As indicated by the FWS, the Materials License issued by the NRC is resulting in direct 
take of the squawfish and razorback sucker. By permitting substantial degradation of the 
Colorado River, the NRC's license is also causing habitat modification sufficient to kill or injure 
wildlife and to impair essential behavioral patterns. Of particular concern are direct impacts to 
young squawfish, which during a critical life stage rely heavily on the stretch of river at and 
below the Atlas site. 
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Although the NRC has received an incidental take statement as part of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service's July 1998 BO, that incidental take statement is invalid as a matter oflaw 
because it permits individual fish to be taken at levels that currently constitute jeopardy, in 
violation of 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(4) .. An incidental take statement would be permissible only if 
the level of take allowed were consistent with the prohibitions set forth in section 7(a)(2), 16 
U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2). Because the existing contamination is causing jeopardy to the fish as well 
as adverse modification of critical habitat, the FWS cannot lawfully issue an incident take 
statement that permits the same level of take that presently is occurring. In addition, the 
Service's conclusion that this level of incidental take is permissible is arbitrary and capricious, 
and is not based on the best available scientific and commercial date. Therefore, this invalid 
incidental take statement.cannot excuse the Commission's actions or insulate the Commission 
from liability under § 9(a)(l)(B) . . 

IV. ~VERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

In the July 1998 BO, the Service specifically found that the as-yet-unformulated 
groundwater corrective action plan is an interrelated action with, and an indirect effect of, the 
remediation plan on which consµltation was initiated. Under the regulations implementing the 
ESA, interrelated actions and indirect effects must be considered in the consultation. 50 C.F.R. 
§ 402.02. Thus, consultation on the proposed remediation process cannot be completed until 
such time as the groundwater corrective action plan is proposed and fully evaluated. 

ESA section 7(d) provides that "[a]fter initiation of consultation ... the Federal agency 
and the permit or license applicant shall not make any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of 
resources with respect to the agency action which bas the effect of foreclosing the formulation or 
implementation of any reasonable and prudent alternative measures which would not violate 
subsection (a)(2) of this section." 16 U.S.C. § 1536(d). The NRC's plan to approve capping in 
place prior to completing consultation on the entire remediation plan constitutes an irreversible 
and irretrievable commitment ofreso.urces in violation of section 7(d), 16 U.S.C. 1536(d). 
Capping the pile in place will cost both Atlas and the United States millions of dollars and will 
result in the additional contamination of more than a million tons of capping materials. This is 
precisely the sort of commitment ofresources that would make alternatives based on moving the 
pile or redesigning the cap virtually impossible; therefore, this is precisely the sort of 
commitment ofresources that section 7(d) prohibits without a full understanding and analysis of 
the consequences of that commitment. The Service's apparent conclusion that a ~eparate 
consultation could be initiated with respect to the groundwater carrective action plan is ·in 
violation of its own regulations and section 7(d). 

To the extend that the NRC contends that it is engaging in "incremental step" 
consultation with respect to the remediation plan, its actions also violate the ESA's implementing 
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regulations. An agency may proceed with or authorize incremental steps in an action under 
consultation only if: 

(1) The biological opinion does not conclude that the incremental step would violate 
section 7(a)(2) [prohibiting jeopardy]; (2) The Federal agency continues consultation 
with respect to the entire action and obtains biological opinions, as required, for each 
incremental step; (3) The Federal agency fulfills its continuing obligation to obtain 
sufficient data upon which to base the final biological opinion on the entire action; (4) 
The incremental step does not violate section 7(d) of the Act concerning irreversible or 
irretrievable commitment of resources; and (5) There is a reasonable likelihood that the 
entire ·action will not violate section 7(a)(2) of the Act. 

50 C.F.R. § 402.14(k). 

In this case, the first step of the clean-up program (capping the pile) will cause jeopardy 
to the squawfish and razorback sucker, and the capping will constitute an irreversible and 
irretrievable commitment ofresources that will violate section 7(d). Furthennore, because the 
feasibility of any groundwater corrective action plan is unknown, there is no reasonable 
likelihood that the.entire action will not violate Section 7(a)(2). Consequently, the incremental 
step regulations may not be used to allow this action to go forward without completion of 
consultation. 

The names, addresses and telephone numbers of the parties giving this notice. are: 

Grand Canyon Trust 
2601 North Fort Valley Road 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
(520) 774-7488 

DaveBodmer 
501 East Center Street 
Moab, UT 84532 

Ken Sleight 
Pack Creek Ranch 
P.O. Box 1270 
Moab, UT 84532 
(435) 259-5505 

... 

North American River Expeditions 
James Sarten 
543 Mairi·Street 
Moab, UT 84532 
(435) 259-5865 

M. Darren Vaughan 
R. Dirk Vaughan 
K. Devin Vaughan 
3-D River Visions, Inc. 
P.O.Box67 
691 N .. 5oow 
Moab, UT 84532 
·(435) 259-5101 

... ·----- ---------------------------
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Joseph Krughton 
604 Bartlett Street 
Moab, UT 84532 
(435) 259-5154 

Counsel for these parties are: 

Susan Daggett, Robert Wiygul and Marie Kirk 

Sierra Club 
2273 South Highland Drive 
Salt Lake City, UT 84106 
(801) 407-9294 

Earth justice Legal Defense Fund (fonnerly the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund) 
1631 Glenann Place, Suite 300 
Denver, Colorado 80202 
(303) 623-9466 

Cullen Battle 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 S. State Street, Suite 1200 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
(801) 531-8900 

If the aforenientioned violations of the ESA are not remedied within 60 days of the date 
of this letter, we intend to file a citizen suit seeking preliminary and pennanent injunctive relief, 
as well as attorneys fees and costs . 

Thank you for your attention. Please contact us should you have any questions regarding 
this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

P--· ... ·---· 
Susan D. Daggett 

SDD/11 

---------------------------------------·-·-- ----
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~eclaration of Joseph J. Holonich 

1. My current position at the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is Deputy 
Director of the Division of Waste Management in the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and 
Safeguards. From October 1993 through November 1998, I was Chief of the Uranium 
Recovery Branch in the Division of Waste Management, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and 
Safeguards. In that capacity, I had direct and personal responsibility for any NRC licensing 
action for the Atlas Corporation's defunct uranium mining site in Moab, Utah. During ttie five 
years I was Chief of the Uranium Recovery Branch, I worked directly and supervised the work 
of others on Atlas Corporation's application for the license amendment which plaintiffs 
challenge. My current duties as Deputy Director of the Division of Waste Management require 
me to oversee the NRC licensing program at the Atlas site. 

· 2. The purpose of this declaration is to provide informational background and to explain 
the expected nature and timing of licensing events and the activities that would occur at the 
Moab site following NRC's issuance of the license amendment, should that NRC licensing 
action occur. 

3. The Atlas Moab Mill is iocated on the west bank of the Colorado River about 3 miles 
northwest of Moab. Atlas owns approximately 400 acres including the approximately 200 acres 
site on which the former mill was located and where.the tailings, or milling_ residues, were piled. 
The property and facilities were originally owned by the Uranium Reduction Company which 
was licensed to operate in 1956 and was acquired by Atlas Corporation in-1962. 

4. It is my understanding that from the outset, Atlas' activities at the Moab Mill site were 
conducted pursuant to a source material license granted under the requirements of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and th~ Atomic Energy Commission, and later NRC, 
regulations which implement that stat1,Jte, especially including those set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 
40. · In 1984 Atlas voluntarily ceased all ore milling operations under its license and the facility 
never resumed activities. Since that time, no further production activities were authorized, and 
no further tailings were produced nor were any brought onto the site . 

5. The license was renewed on February 25, 1988 but was amended to become a 
possession-only license (i.e., permission to operate the mill was removed from the license) on 
December 18, 1992. Since that time, no license amendment has issued which would allow 

· Atlas to make physical changes to the site. (License amendments such as, for example, those 
modifying financial assurance requirements or adjusting scheduled date~ to accommodate 
needed delays for Fish and Wildlife Service's consideration of the project and subsequent 
Environmental Impact Statement revision have been issued.) · 

6. Any subsequent licensing action would authorize actions to clean up and reclaim the 
site consistent with the standards for mill taifings reclamation and with ground-water standards 
as necessary for the public health and safety. The standards for both .surface reclamation of 
the tailings and ground-watet clean up are found in the framework of Part 40 and the 

. Possession Only License. Additional mitigative measures to protect the environment, including 
endangered species of fish, are described in the final environmental impact statement. These 
measures would be included in any license amendment authorizing reclamation. See,. Letter 
from N. King Stablein, NRC to Richard Blubaugh, Atlas Corporation, March 2, 1999 (attached.) 
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7. The mill tailing pile at the Atlas site contains the waste from the extraction of uranium 
from natural ore, which came from operating mines near the site. Initial pond construction to 
contain the tailings was compl~ted in 1956, and tailings were disposed in the pond continuously 

. from initial start up untH the mill ceased operations and was placed in standby in 1984. During 
early operation of the mill, Atlas would treat water used in the process, and then directly 
discharge it back to the Colorado River. Around 1974, Atlas modified its process circuit to 
reduce the amount of water used' in the milling, ~nd eliminated the direct discharge of waste 
water to the Colorado River. Since the mill went into ~tandby in 1984, Atlas has not generated 

· any new tailings, and has dismantled the mill, and placed it in a corner of the pile. 

8. In July 1989, following promulgation of ground-water standards by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and incorporation of those standards into NRC 
regulations, The NRC amended the Atlas license to require a· ground-water corrective action 
program to clean up the· ground water to appropriate standards. That program had two 
aspects: (1) remove the water in the tailings which served as the source of ground-water 
contamination, and (2} stabilize the tailings to reduce the future source of ground-water 
contamination. The specifics of the corrective action program involved the use of dewatering 
wells in the tailings, a to~ drain system, and an enhanced evaporation system. The dewatering 
wells were approved as a pilot project, with the stipulation that Atlas would need to propose 
additional dewatering measures if the dewatering wells proved ineffective.· 

9.The proposed license amendment currently under review by NRC would modify the 
existing license by incorporating a revised, more robust design to meet the requirements for 
surf ace reclamation of the tailings pile necessary for Atlas to clean up its site; The current 
license, in effect until amended, authorizes on-site stabilization of the mill tailings and includes 
requirements for that stabilization and for ground-water clean up. Any change in what the 
license requires or permits, whether it makes the license more restrictive or relaxes it, must be 
effected by amending that license. 

10. Atlas Corporation's license amendment application, if granted, would authorize 
activities that would be more rather than less onerous for the licensee and would require that 
t.he reclamation meet higher rather than lower standards. The licensee would in addition be 
held to a commitment to accelerate its ground-water cleanup. 

11. On November 1, 1995,. in compliance with consultation requirements of Section 7 of 
the Endangered Species Act, NRC submitted to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service {FWS) a 
Biological Assessment with respect to potential impacts of the proposed Atlas license . 
amendment on endangered and threatened species. Responding to the need for additional 
information expressed by the FWS, NRC prepared a Supplement to the Biological Assessment 
and submitted it to FWS in January 1997. After extensive discussions eind reviews of drafts of 
the Biological Opinion, the FWS submitted its final Biological Opinion to NRC on July 29, 1998. 

12. The FWS Biological Opinion specified one reasonable and prudent alternative 
{RPA), having a number of components, to avoid jeopardizing the continued existence of 
endangered species in the vicinity of the Atlas site. It also listed several reasonable and 
prudent measures (RPMs) to minimize incidental take, as defined in the Biological Opinion. 
The Biological Opinion required that cleanup of contaminated ground water to relevant 
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standards be accomplished within 7 years after receipt of NRC approval of a revised ground
water corrective action plan. 

13. In January 1996, on a separate but closely related track, a Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement was published and rnade avail.able for public and agency review and 
comment. A public meeting to receive comments on the DEIS was held in Moab on February 
28, 1996. The comment period closed on April 29, 1996. Comments received were reviewed 
by NRC staff as a part of the preparation for a Final Environmental Impact Statement. 

14. On March 7. 1997 NRC made available the final Technical Evaluation Report which 
evaluates the technical adequacy of Atlas'$ proposed design for tailings pile reclamation and. 
compliance of Atlas's proposal with Appendix A to 1 O CFR Part 40. The Technical Evaluation 
Report, in considering the radiological health and safety of the proposal for on-site reclamation 
of the tailings, complements the Environmental Impact Statement which describes the 
environmental effects of the plan and how, if necessary, they may be mitigated. 

15. All of these reports, assessments and opinions were made available to.the public. 
and are on the public record. In addition, the NRC staff has circulated copies to a list of 
intereste·d parties. The list includes state and local governmental agencies as well as individual 

·persons who.have expressed interest.· Plaintiffs include among their number several who are 
on that list, for example, several members of the Grand County Council, and at least one 
member of the Grand Canyon Trust. 

16. NRC has now completed work on the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the 
proposed licensing action which takes into account and responds to the comments on the 1996 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement. We expect that technical details of preparation for 
publishing will be completed before the end of March. At that time, the final version will be 
dispatched to the publishing contractor for printing and copies of it will be circulated to a list of 
between 20 to 30 interested parties to whom we circulate information of interest regarding this 
license. The list includes among others the Atlas Corporation, the Grand County Council, and 
various federal, state and local governmental officials. 

17. On publication, which should be completed within two weeks (likely before mid April 
1999), we will provide copies of the Final Environmental Impact Statement to EPA, which will 
notice its availability and all persons who commented on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement. Only after 30 days following EPA's notice can we issue the amendment granting 
Atlas' proposal as conditioned, if that is the action decided on. Thus the e~rliest conceivable 
date for th~ amendment to be issued would be late April, but mid May 1 ~99 is more likely. In no 
event can any action commence before issuance of the amendment. 

18. In the event that Atlas receives licensed authorization to proceed, Atlas must also 
receive permission from. the bankruptcy court to make the necessary contractual arrangements 
that will require Atlas to expend assets. Atlas, or a trustee successor to Atlas who becomes 
subject to the license requirements, may only then begin to mobilize for the necessary 
preliminary action of dewatering the tailings pile. 

19. Responding to FWS's request for expedition, Atlas intends to use wick drains in the 
. tailings for preliminary dewatering. The dewatering or removal of liquid from the tailings 
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impoundment by using wick drains is necessary to accelerate the rate of embankment 
settlement or consolidation. Sufficient settling must occur before the tailings pile can be 
capped. Atlas estimates that the impoundment dewatering to accelerate embankment 
settf ement alone is expected to be achieved in 30 months. Thus the earliest the capping could 
begin would be the end of 2001 or early in 2002, based on the Atlas schedule for the wick-drain 
dewatering. 

20. The process for wick-drain dewatering involves removing liquid from the tailings 
impoundment by drilling a series of holes through the tailings sludge, installing absorbant 
materials (wicks) in the drilled holes,· and diverting the collected water to evaporation ponds. In 
addition to consolidating the tailings to permit the capping to begin, dewatering has the 
additional significant benefit of removing the contaminants in their most mobile state. By 
reducing the contaminants that drain into the groundwater, this activity should result in benefits 
to the nearby river. · · 

21. Dewatering for consolidation does not irreversibly commit to perpetual storage on 
the site. It is the initial activity to prepare for capping the tailings pile, but does not preclude 
other alternatives. For example, in the event that the tailings pile were to be moved to a 
different focation, it is my understanding that this dewateririg would provide significant benefits 
in efficiency and safety to that operation. 

22. The benefits of any preliminary earth moving associated with the .consolidation 
dewatering would far outweigh the costs by helping the dewatering process itself, which in turn 
rids the tailings of mobile contaminants. It would also advance the clean up of the rest of the 
site for unrestricted use. In short, the reclamation procedure for the next three years would 
further the goals of cleanup and would not add any significant costs to switching to a different 
option for final storage, including any off site alternative. 

23. Scientific and technical studies have made it apparent that some leaching is taking 
place from the. bottom of the pile into the groundwater. Without completing the dewatering of 
the tailings and either placing a permanent cap or removing them altogether, clean up of · 
current day ground water would only be a temporary fix. Essentially, if the source of 
contamination, the tailings, is not significantly reduced through capping, or entirely removed, 
recontamination of cleaned up ground water would occur. The exact level of any new 
contamination from the unreclaimed tailings has not been assess.ad. Based on the above, it is 
my conclusion that initiating ground-water cleanup activities without stabilizing and capping or 
removing the tailings would result in an irretrievable expenditure of resources. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on 
March 12, 1999. · · 

Joseph J. Holonich 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

Mr. Richard Blubaugh 
Vice President of Environmental 

and Government Affairs 
Atlas Corporation 
370 Seventeenth Street, Suite 3050 
Denver, CO 80202 

March 2, 1999 

SUBJECT: DRAFT LICENSE FOR COMPLETION OF SURFACE RECLAMATION 

Dear Mr. Blubaugh: 

As was discussed with you during our February 26, 1999, telephone conversation, the "Final 
Environmental Impact Statement Related to Reclamation of the Uranium Mill Tailings at the 
Atlas Site, Moab, Utah," (FEIS) NUREG-1531 is nearing completion. Our expectation is that 
the FEIS will be available this week, and will be sent to the printer and distributed shortly 
thereafter. The FEIS will conclude that the Atlas proposed on-site reclamation, with 
recommended mitigation, will significantly reduce the impact of contaminants entering the 
Colorado River, but a rigorous determination of whether the proposed action will meet ammonia 
concentration requirements specified in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) final biological 
opinion (FBO) issued in July 1998, cannot be made without additional data and analyses by the 
applicant. All other environmental aspects of the propo&ad action are acceptable with the 
condition that Atlas fulfill the reasonable and prudent alternative (APA) and the reasonable and 
prudent measures (RPMs) outlined in the FBO. The FEIS will state that the RPA and RPMs in 
the FBO that identified requirements for Atlas would be included as conditions in your license. 
The FEIS will also identify mitigative measures not included in the Atlas proposal that the staff 
concludes are necessary from an environmental standpoint. We, therefore, will include all 
these items in a license condition addressing your proposal. Additionally, the "Final Technical 
Evaluation Report for the Proposed Revised Reclamation Plan for the Atlas Corporation Moab 
Mill," (FTER) NUREG-1532 identified four conditions that would need to be in your license to 
ensure the performance of the radon barrier. 

Before the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) can complete its licensing action, we 
will need a commitment from Atlas to accept these measures. We would then amend your 
license, and replace condition 41 with the following: 

41. The licensee shall reclaim the tailings disposal area in accordance with the October 1996 
submittal entitled "Final Reclamation Plan, Atlas Corporation Uranium Mill and Tailings · 
Disposal Area" and revisions thereof, with the following modifications: 

A. The licensee shall commence dewatering the tailings in conformance with the final 
biological opinion (FBO) Terms and Conditions 1.a. The licensee shall provide a 
design for the dewatering by June 15, 1999. The design should be such that 
dewatering can be completed by December 31, 2001. 
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B. Thelicensee shall provide, by October 15, 1999, a revision to the corrective action 
program identified in license condition 17.C. that will meet ground-water standards 
within 7 years from the date of approval by NRC. 

C. Before commencing construction of the fihal radon barrier, the licensee shall provide 
analyses, appropriately supported by necessary data, showing that the ammonia 
standards identified in item 2. of the reasonable and prudent alternative of the FBO 
will .be met over the design life of the reclamation. 

D. Before commencing the reconfiguration of Moab Wash, the licensee shall provide a 
design that NRC, after consultation with FWS, finds acceptable to compensate for 
the loss of 0.5 acre of critical habitat, in conformance with item 5. Qf Terms and 
Conditions of the FBO. 

E. Comply with item 6. of Terms and Conditions in the FBO by: 

(1) Monitoring for southwestern willow flycatcher 
(2) lmplemen,t construction activities in such a w~y as to minimize loss of 

southwestern willow flycatcher habitat and revegetate disturbed area with 
willow plantings. · 

F. Before commencing construction activities, the licensee shall obtain NRC approval 
of a plan to implement the following mitigative measures identified in the FEIS: 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Minimization of emissions of fugitive dust during reclamation (Section 4.1.7). 
Spill prevention and control and erosion control applicable to the Atlas site 
and borrow areas (Section 4.5.2.6). 
Interception and storage of sediment-and contaminant-laden runoff through 
use of adequate drainage control, retention, and treatment ponds, silt fences, 
and other means as necessary (Section 4.5.2.6). · 
Avoidance of major earth-moving operations (such as the relocation of Moab 
Wash) during periods of high thunderstorm potential where and when feasible 
(Section 4.5.2.6). 
Avoidance of siting potential borrow areas immediately adjacent to streams 
(Section 4.5.2.6). · 
A survey by a qualified botanist to determine if Jones cycladenia is present in 
the vicinity of the proposed Kane Creek quarry site before any activities are 
initiated at the site. If the species is present, the licensee would be required 
to develop appropriate mitigative measures in consultation with the FWS to 
ensure that populations are protected from disturbance (Section 4.6.4.1 ). 
Limitations on the use of the Potash quarry site to the December through 
February period to avoid impacting recreational use of the Potash boat ramp 
(Section 4.7.3.2). · 
Topographic and vegetative restoration of borrow areas as required by the 
State of Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Coal Mining (Section 4.5.2.6 and 
4.7.4.3). 
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(9) A borrow transport plan to minimize impacts on socioeconomics and recreation 
(Section 4.7.1.6 and 4.7.5.'6). 

(10) Develop quarry operations in portions of the Spanish Valley site that would not 
. affect the intermittent stream present in that area (Section 4.6.3.1) 

G. The licensee shall comply with the following conditions identified in the TEA to 
ensure that the radon barrier will be effective in reducing radon emissions to 
appropriate levels: , 

(1) Verify that the Ra-226 concentration in the coarse tailings is 241 pCi/g or 
less (Section 6.2.2). 

(2) Verify the parameter values for the "affected" soil (Section 6.2.2). 
(3) Verify that the characteristics of the clay used in the cover meet the 

parameter values used in the radon flux analysis (Section 6.2.3). 
(4) Provide justification, for NRC approval, of the radon barrier design, if the 

parameter values shown in Table 6-1 of the TEA are not met. 

A copy of a draft license is enclosed with this condition incorporated. Please review this 
condition, and provide NRC with your agreement to comply with all provisions in it. Your 
response will be needed before NRC can complete its licensing action. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Dr. Myron Fliegel, NRC's project manager. 
can be reached at (301) 415-7238, an9 Dr. Fliegel can be reached at (301) 415-6629. 

Docket No. 40-3453 
License No. SUA-917 

Enclosure: As stated 

cc: See attached list 

Sincerely, 

'14~· 
N. King Stablein, Acting Chief · 
Uranium Recovery Branch 
Division of Waste Management 
Office of Nuclear Material Safety 

and Safeguards 




